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Abstract

Tu'o models are deveioped to analyze the galloping of a planar iced - conductor

transmission line which can vibrate predominantly in both vertical and torsional

modes.

A global overview of a line's susceptibility to galloping is obtained from the

two degrees-of-freedom oscillator model where explicit formulae are derived for the

initiation as well as for amplitudes of periodic motions. Once the parameters of

interest are identified, the softu'are for the more general finite element analyses is

employed to investigate various interaction effects. A three node cable element har'-

ing trvo translational and a rotational degree-of-freedom at each node is formulated

for which all structural matrices are derived explicitly. Furthermore, the use of

the computationally most demanding part of the finite element analyses, viz time

integration, to calculate the galloping response is kept to a rninimum by employ-

ing the averaging methods of Krylov - Bogoliubov and Galerkin. The conventional

Galerkin's method is enhanced so that it can be employed not only to compute but

also to evaluate the stability of a limiting motion. A computationally expedient time

marching algorithrn is also developed to compute the response for those instances

where the averaging procedures cannot be employed.

The osciiiator and the finite element models are applied successfully to simulate

galloping of full scale transmission lines. It is shown analyticali)' that the twist can

both aggravate or alleviaie galloping when coupled with a vertical motion. Moreover,

by employing several iilustrative examples, the usefulness and advantages of the

models are demonstrated. Alternative designs of transmission line clearances and

span lengths can be assessed readilv, rvith the help of the methodology presented in

the thesis, to achieve a cost - effective solution.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1-.1- General

The electrical transmission line industr¡,' is often faced with wind - induced, mechan-

ical vibrations of overhead conductors. Three types of vibrations - aeolian (singing

conductors), galloping (dancing conductors) and wake - induced osc'illøtions - have

been identified. Wake - induced oscillation, which is produced by forces from the

shielding effect of rvindu'ard subconductors on their leeward counterparts, is peculiar

to bundled conductor lines. Galloping and aeolian vibrations, on the other hand, are

observed on bundled as well as single conductor lines. Aeolian vibrations are caused

by an alternating rvind force which arises from a pressure difference due to a regular

formation of air vortices behind a conductor. If the frequency of this force more or

less equals a natural frequency of the conductor, aeolian vibrations are produced.

The amplitude of the resulting motion can be up to the order of the conductor's

diameter and the frequency of oscillation ranges from 10 to 100 Hz. References on

the methods of analyzing and controliing aeolian and wake - induced vibrations can

be found in the Transmission iine reference book 1979, Simiu and Scanlan 1986,

review articles by Dubey and associate (1973, 1978, 1980, 1983, 1987), and in recent

publications by Parkinson 1989, and Blevins 1990.

Compared to aeolian vibration, galioping involves large (typically 5 to 300 rnul-

tiples of the conductor's diameter) amplitude, low (0.1 to 3 Hz) frequencies, self

excited oscillations. It is produced by aerodynamic instabiiities, which stem from

asymmetry in a conductor's cross section due either to the ice accretion or7 more

rarely, the stranding of conductor cable itseif (Davis et. al. 1963). Galloping oscilla-



tions can result in interphase ciashing, which may lead to flashovers and eventually

result in severe disruptions in the electrical power supply. Furthermore, galloping

carl cause wear and fatigue damage to conductors, insulator strings, support hard-

rvare and tower components (Fang and Simpson 1978). The damage occurs usually

in a short duration (1 to 48 hours) if vibrations are sustained, compared to a rel-

atively longer period (3 months to 20* vears), when aeolian vibrations prevail. It

has been estimated that the average annual cost of repairs to all Canadian utilities

necessitated by galloping is about $ 400,000 in addition to the loss of revenue. More-

over, several million dollars may be spent every ten or so years when a particularly

severe example of galloping occurs and causes the collapse of towers and lines. The

catastrophic nature of the problem has led to extensive anal5'f,is¿l, wind - tunnel and

field investigations across North America (Transrnission line reference book 1979,

Richardson 1981, Havard and Pon 1987, Rawlins 1988), in Europe (Dienne et. al.

1985, Gheorghita 1987, Lilien and Ponthot 1987), the USSR (Van'ko 1987), and in

Japan (Sasaki et. al. 1986).

L.2 l{istorical Background of the Galloping Prob-
lern

The galloping of iced conductors has been a design and operating problem since

early in this centurJ'. Davidson 1930 attributed the occurrence of gailoping during

freezing rain storms to the change in tire aerodynamic lift when the wind blows

across an iced conductor. Two years later, Den Hartog i932 presented the classical

aerodynamic instability criterion. It was proposed that sustained vibrations occur

wlren the negative slope of the iift coefficierLt, C¡, versus the'¡'ind's relative angle

of attack, a, exceeds the drag coeficient, C¿r. In other words, galloping may be

initiated when (ôC1lôa + Co) < 0.



It has been suggested (e.g. Cheers 1950, Chadha 1974) that the influence of the

tu'isting of a conductor may also be significant in the initiation of galloping. Nigol

and Buchan 1981 emphasized the importance of the twist even further. By per-

forming wind - tunnel experiments, they concluded that the galloping of naturally

iced overhead lines is caused largely by a self - excited torsional rather than a Den

Hariog type of instability.

Seve¡al other mechanisms have also been suspected as the cause of galloping.

Simpson 1965, for example, related a lateral (out - of - plane) motion of the con-

ductor to the galloping of the bare conductor line observed by Davis et. al. 1963.

On the other hand, a wind speed, rvhich gives rise to a critical Reynold number, has

been found to be important by Chadha 1972.

On the basis of different initiating mechanisms, eighteen auxiliary control de-

vices have been developed to alleviate galloping, (See the sun'ey by Desai et. al.

1990a.) The quite large number of these devices suggests that the quest for one

particular device which is effective in all circumstances has not been completeiy

satisfied yet. The biggest problern in developing more effective control devices is

that galioping is not fundamentally understood completely. Reasons for this short-

coming are varied. Freezing rain or wet snow storms which form galloping - prone

deposits on a conductor, occur infrequently in nature and often at slightly different

locations so that field monitoring is problematic and expensive. Furthermore, the

initial stages of galloping rernain undetected until particuiarly noticeable deflections

are established. Hence, the circumstances under u'hich galloping may be caused are

debated still.



L.3 An Overview of Proposed Methodology

One effective v¡ay of combating the galloping probiem is to correlate extensive field

and laboratorSr fsslt to theoretical studies by employing a comprehensive approach

iike the one illustrated in Figure 1.1. The quasi - static loads produced by simulated

ice shapes, as well as the dynamic stability can be evaluated in laboratory and wind

tunnel tests. Field research, on the other hand, encompasses the monitoring of

galloping in situ, measuring the dynamic behaviour of test lines having a simulated

ice coating, and seeking methods of irnproving transmission line designs. These

experimental data can be used to evaluate the applicability and accuracy of the

theoretical models. Once the models are validated, theS' can be employed with

confidence to investigate efficacies of antigalloping designs.

This thesis focuses mainly upon theoretical studies related to single conductor

Iines. Because an up-to-date state of the art and trends in the theoretical develop-

ments have been presented recently by Desai et. al. 1989, only the rationale for the

proposed approach is presented here.

Theoretical studies are complicated greatly by the nonlinear, geometry depen-

dent, time varying aerodynamic loads and the resulting large amplitudes of vibration

ivhich may cause interactions between various vibration modes and also between ad-

jacent spans and their support hardware. These interactions can be modeled most

conveniently by emplo]'tng discrete rnodels, formulated from a finite elemelt method

(FEX'{) or a finite difference (FD) procedure, and nurnericaliy integrating tlie equa-

tions of motion witli a time marching scheme (e.g. Gawronski 1977, \,\¡hite 1985, Lee

1987). Compared to a continuum model (for example, the one used bJ' Myerscough

1973 to analyze purely vertical vibrations), discrete models are straightforward to

develop, especially for coupled vibrations. However, the numericaL integration can

be extraordinarily protracted regardless of the model used. Indeed, very many oscil-



lations may be performed before a typical lightly damped transmission line attains

a feasible periodic response which is often associated with galloping. For example, it

has been reported by Parkinson 1989 that more than a thousand cycles may be re-

quired before a periodic state is reached, even for a single degree-of-freedom (DOF)

system. In addition, the existence of a periodic state is not known in advance so that

a numerical sirnulation performed over a shorter duration can be extremely difficult

to interpret. Even for a periodic state, the convergence to a limiting amplitude

depends criticall5' upon the initial time conditions. Hence some ¿ priori knowl-

edge of the behaviour of the solution is highly desirable before detailed analyses are

undertaken.

Simple oscillator models greatiy facilitate detaiied parametric studies everì-

though they add an extra (but overall time - saving component) to the analyses.

They provide a global overvies' of the vulnerability of a transmission line's span

to galloping because explicit conditions can be derived relatively quickly. Once the

parameters of interest are identified, a detailed investigation can be undertaken for

which the predictions from the simple models can serve as an initial guess. Compu-

tational effort can be reduced further in a detailed investigation, however, by using

time averaging techniques rather than numerical integration to derive the periodic

motions.

In accordance with the previously described philosopliy, a 2 - DOF oscillator

and a planar finite element model rvill be developed in this thesis. Because the major

thrust of the work is the development of a computationally ef,Êcient methodology,

both models are kept simpie, but such that they reflect the essential features of

the galloping observed commonly il the field. Consequentl¡', a conductor's profile

u'ill be assumed to lie in a single vertical plane and its motion in the out-of-plane

direction will be neglected. Moreover, the effects of a geometric nonlinearity in the

dynamic response will not be considered in order to simplify the analyses. Of course,



al1 these restrictions can be released in principle.

1.4 Organization of Thesis

This thesis is concerned rvith the development of analytical models to investigate

the galloping of single conductor lines. Systematic procedures will be formulated in

the following chapters to analyze different aspects of galloping- viz the initiation,

computation of the periodic responses and their stability.

Chapter 2 is devoted to the study of computationally efrcient, time averag-

ing schemes and their applicability to the galloping problem. The commonlS' rrs"¿

averaging schemes of Krylor' - Bogoliubov and Galerkin are discussed at length.

Procedures to compute the limit cycles and their stability are elaborated also for a

general, multiple - DOF system. Furthermore, Galerkin's technique, which is used

generally to compute the periodic response of noniinear systems, will be enhanced

so tirat a stability analysis can also be performed.

An oscillator model is developed in Chapter 3 to represent a span of a continu-

ous, iced conductor line u'hich can vibrate both vertically as well as torsionally. The

underlying assumptions and methodology are elaborated in this chapter. Closed-

form formulae will be derived for the initiation as rvell as the limit cycles so that

a detailed parametric investigation can be performed quickly. A computationally

expedient, tirne integration scheme will also be developed in this chapter to validate

the limit cycle computations produced by averaging methods. Predictions from the

oscillator model help to identify the parameters of interest for rvhich a detailed finite

element analysis is formulated in Chapter 4. A computationaily efficient, three node

parabolic cable element having translational DOF, which was developed earlier by

Desai et. al. 1988, rvill be modified in this chapter to include torsional motion. For

consister.cy, formulations will be developed in an analogous rva)¡ to that detailed



for the oscillator. Both the oscillator and fi.nite element models

to simulate the observed galloping of full scale conductor lines,

applicability, accuracy and advantages will be demonstrated by

examples.

will be employed

and their relative

using iilustrative
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Chapter 2

Time Averaging of trquations of
Motion

2.1 trntroduction

Transmission lines are lightly damped, especially in the lorv frequency range of gal-

Ioping oscillations. Hence, the time integration of the governing equations of motion

to fi.nd an eventual periodic state (often associated rvith galloping) requires disad-

vantageousiy protracted computations. In addition, the existence of a periodic state

is not known a pri,ori so that a numerical simulation over a shorter duration may

be difficult to interpret. Moreover the use of time integration is impractical when

a parametric investigation is required for a line where several vibration alleviation

strategies are contemplated. Therefore, a scheme to substantially reduce computa-

tional effort (needed in attainment of a periodic state) is certainly desired.

One such scheme has been proposed by Kanarachos and Spentzas 1988 rvho, in

deaiing with the steady state motion of a harmonically excited nonlinear system,

artificially damped the destabilizing transient response. The scheme introduces

fictitious, time - dependent damping whicir becomes zero during the periodic state.

Because system parameters are altered in this approach, a bifurcation may occnr

which would distort the true response.

Computational effort can be reduced substantially (rvithout altering the system

parameters) by employing time averaging methods. Averaging yields algebraic non-

linear simultaneous equations which do not invoh'e the time variable at all. The

solutions of these equations give approximate periodic responses with considerably

iess computational effort. Moreover, uniike a time integration process) averaging



techniques not only predict the response but also its stability characteristics. A

stability analysis is important because it ascertains whether the amplitudes of the

motion wiil be sustained detrimentally over time.

Time averaging techniques and their applicability to galloping are discussed

next along with tlie stability analysis of the periodic motions.

2.2 Tirne Averaging Techniques

The governing equations of motion for electrical transmission lines, which can gallop,

are autonomous (or self - oscillatory) because they do not involve time, ú, explicitly

in the forcing terms. When transformed to ÀIo principal coordinates, the y'y' second

order differential equations of motion take the form

i;-fu;2r¡r: eF¿(qr,T2, ...TNr;rh,rì2, ...Tnr), i:7,2,...,Npì Np < ¡i. (2.1)

These transformed equations can be formulated, for example by employing eigen-

functions of the undamped, free vibrations of the ly' degrees-of- freedom (DOF)

system , as elaborated in the subsequent chapters. The T; and u¿ are the ith

principal coordinate and eigenvalue of the corresponding linear, undamped system

(e : 0), respectivelS'. Moreover, the modal loads e-fl, which contain the nonlinear

aerodynarnic and damping forces, are order e (e << 1) in comparison to the unit

order inertial and elastic forces. Approximate solutions can be formuiated for such

a "weakly" nonlinear system by using tire e order methods of either the classical

Krylor'-Bogoliubov (KB), (e.g. Bogoliubov and Mitropolsky 1961, Gilchrist 1961,

Sethna 1963, Nayfeh 1981), Galerkin (Ctren 1987), Ritz T (Klotter 1952 , Iwan 1968),

or, indeed, the method of harmonic balance (Leipliolz 1977). Higher order methods

TMore precisely, the methods of Ritz and Gaìerkin havefew inherent higher o¡der terms (which
are explained in the later part of the chapter), in addition to the terms encountered in the e order
KB's method.
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of averaging (Szemplinska-Stupnicka 1972) or multiple scales (Nayfeh 1981) can be

employed too but these methods are usually computationally demanding and much

more cumbersome for the general ¡6 - DOF system of interest here.

Diferent ¿ order methods have been compared by Newland 1965. He showed

that the methods of KB, Galerkin and Ritz all yield the same e order periodic so-

lution. (In fact, in the solution of structural dynamics problems, if the weighting

functions used in Galerkin's approach correspond to the periodic terms in the as-

sumed response) the methods of Galerkin and Ritz are equivalent.) Hence the choice

of a particular method is not significant from the viewpoint of accuracy. However,

unlike the methods of Galerkin (or Riiz), the I(B averaging technique can be used

for a subsequent stability analysis. Galerkin's method, on the other hand, was found

to yield algebraic equations which could be manipulated easily to give closed - form

limit cycles for a 2 - DOF galloping oscillator (Desai et. aI. 1990b). In order to

take advantage of both methods, the KB technique has been applied here to the

modified equations

it * u;zq : eF; * (,;' - ,r') q, , 'i : I,2, Np (2.2)

rather than the original equations (2.1) Depending upon the choice of frequencies

øi, the resulting equations will be shown to degenerate to those of the classical KB

and Galerkin's method for a limit cycle analysis. The øi are unlcnoun (but such

that la.'i - uil are of order e ) in the Galerkin's technique v'here the solutions of

(2.2) arc usuall5' assumed of form

rtíU): A",cosuit -t A",sinuit (2 3)

Here ,4.", and -4,, are constanús which have to be deterrnined. In the KB approach, on

the otirer hand, wi arc identical Lo u¿ Lor the non - resonant modes and equal to p;u

for the resonant modes, where ø and p¿ are known frequency and rational numbers,

11



respectively. The modes, otherwise non - resonant, rno,g resoîate internally when

their respective natural frequencies take the form

iu, I jr, + ... + nuN": O(r) (2 4)

where i, j,...,n are integers and O(e) indicates a e order term. Then the u can be

selected from ø1,u2,. . . tugp and the associated p¿ rvill be 7, j fi,,...,nli etc, say, if

u) : e)r : ai. The (øi2 - ,t') terms in equations (2.2) can be written, within the

e order approximation, as 2u;(p;u - u¿).

With the above definitions of. ui, ihe KB technique is applied to equations (2.2)

by assuming periodic solutions in the form

q¿(t) -- á¿(ú)cos (uit + ,þ¿(t)) (2 5)

wlrere A¿(ú) and ,lt;(t) ur" the unknown, slowly varying ith amplitude and phase,

respectively. The ,4¿(ú) and ,lr;(t) ut. chosen such that (Bogoliubov and Miiropolsky

1e61)

n;Q) : -A¿(t)ui sin(øiú - ,þn(t)) (2.6)

and

a¿(t)cos(rît + ú4t))

By substituting equations (2.5) and

nipulating the resulting equation as

equations in A¿(t) ana $;(t) can be

- A;(t),þ¿(t)sin(øiú + th(i)) : s. (2.7)

(2.6) into equation (2.2) and algebraically ma-

well as equation (2.7), the following uncoupled

obtained :

(2 8)

( 2.e)

(2.10)

(2.11)

ui A¿(t)

@; A¿(t)1þ;(t)

K;(t) sinzþi(t)

K;(ú)cos ,þ;(t)

,þî (t)

l{;(t)

uit + tþ;(t)

A¿(t)(u¿2 - ,:') costþi(t) - eF¿

where

12



Because A¿(t) and tþ¿(t) arc slowly varying with respect to time, they can be assumed

fairly constant over one cycle of vibration. Then equations (2.8) and (2.9) can be

averaged ( Bogoliubov and Mitropolsky 1961, Sethna 1963) to yield

The integrations in the last two equations are performed with respect to the explic-

itly occurring time, ú, by treating A;(t) and tþ¿(t) as constants ,4 and r/r¡, respectively.

The infinite limits of the per cycie integration in the above expressions have been

found (Desai et. al. 1990b), surprisingly, to simplify the averaging process.

Limit cycles and their stabilit¡' characteristics are evaluated in the following

section by employing the techniques of KB and Galerkin.

2.3 Lirnit Cycle Analyses

2.3.t Method of Krylov - Bogoliubov (KB)

When finite steady state solutions are sought through the method of KB, all ari are

known quantities in the e orde¡ equations (2.I2) and (2.13). The right sides of these

equations involve amplitudes A; , i: L,2,...,No and additional (rn- 1) time shifts

,þr, : jú, iry'n where uolun : if j, which appear only in the 2n¿ equations

wlricii correspond to the rn internally resonant modes. Aitogether (¡f" + * - 7)

unknowns can be solved bt, setting the ,núo number of ãr (equations (2.f2)) and

(m - 1) additional equations in -ú¡;, which are formed by combining rþo anð,$n

(from equations (2.13)), to zero. It may be noted that the ,lr¡rt.t*, do not appeal

in the equations pertaining to the non - resonant modes. Fo¡ such modes, the O(e )

correction to the associated frequencies u; are calculated from the correspond.ingrþ,
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equations (2.13). Hence the periodic solutions for the non - resonant modes are

n;(t) : A¿ cos(ø¿ + 'þ¿)t ' (2'L4)

where A; ut. constant amplitudes of the limit cycles. The periodic solutions for the

resonant modes, on the other hand, are

,tjþ) : Ai .o, (ri(, + rþ,)t +úir) , i : r,2,. .. ,ffi (2.15)

where tlr¡, or. constant time shifts between the reference ¿th and the current jth

mode. Moreover, fi ir ttr. O(e) frequency correction to the u, which is obtained

from the remaining, unused rnth equation.

The 7;, Ãj, u¿ ) pja and$¡;are used in the stabiliiy anal5'sis of the periodic

motions. Equations (2.L2) and (2.13) are linearized in the vicinity of the computed

limit cycle in this phase of the analysis. By retaining first order terms in the Taylor

selles, expresslons

^r -:-tYF ñ-a, ,!J âÃ,Ã¿(t): Ð#Ajþ) + t #tbo,(t),i:r,2,...,Np
j=I vlLJ È=1 vYkz

;* å l"' o, sinuit ilt : o , i: 1,2,... Np

& ã,t,.. '!:l ã,h..
,þ¡r(t) : Ð ;+ Ak(t) + Ð l! rl'-rçt) , i :1,2,...,(^- 1) (2.17)

É, OAn _?=t Ozþn;

are formulated where all derivatir¡es are evaluated at the limit cycle. Stability of the

limit cycle is determined by giving a small exponential perturbation to the above

expressions and then computing the eigenvalues of the ensuing characteristic matrix.

If all the eigenvalues ]rave negative real parts, the perturbations will damp out in

time and, hence, the limit cycle will be stable.

2.3.2 Method of Galerkin

The time rate equations (2.12) and (2.13) are not availabiein tlie traditional Galerkin's

approach where, instead, the periodic solutions are obtained frorn :

(2.16)

t4

(2.18)



;lgå Io'o,cosuitd,t : o,,i:7,2,... Np (2.1e)

The above equations are derived by substituting the assumed solutions (2.3) into

the original differential equations (2.1) and then orthogonalyzing the residuals R;,

where

R¿ : (u;2 - ,î')(A", cosuit I A",sinøiú) - eF¿ ) (2.20)

rvith respect to the weighting functions sinøiú and cosc.;iú.

Frequencies øi in equations (2.18) and (2.19) are treated as unknown when limit

cycles are computed by employing the method of Galerkin. The øi pertaining to the

?rL resonant modes are expressed in terms of a common, but unknown frequency c..r",

u'hich is analogus to c¿ employed in the method of KB. The total 2 //o unknowns)

which are categorically theø- and /üo, (¡/"-rn) and (*-L) number ofÃ¿, øi and

ry'o, respectively, are solved from 2 1/o equations (2.18) and (2.19).

It is shown next that equations (2.12) and (2.13) (with Z; : ,þ, : 0) are

equivalent to the above equations (2.18) and (2.19), whete

Ac; A;costþ¿ i A"r: -A;sin$o ; A;' : A",' * Aur' (2.21)

The sin rþ;(t) and cos {i(t) of equations (2.I2) and (2.13) can be expanded as

sin r/i(ú)

cosþiþ)

sinc..'iú cos r/;(ú) * cos øitsíntþ;(t)

cosuitcostþ¿(t) - sinuitsinq¿(f )

(2.22)

(2.23)

by using equation (2.10). Furthermore, the ,lr;(t) ut" constants (roy /r) for a periodic

solution corresponding to a steady state. Then equation (2.12) can be obtained by

respectively multiplying equation (2.18) by cos$o and equation (2.19) by sinT/,

and adding the ensuing equations. Similarlv, equation (2.13) can be derived by

multiplying equation (2.18) bV (- siny';) and equation (2.19) by cos$, and adding

the results. IIence the matrix T;, which transforms the equations arising from the
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traditional Gaierkin's method to corresponding ones produced by applying the KB

procedure on modified equations (2.2), is given simply by

T;: co"$, sin$;

- sin$¿ ,o"$¿
(2.24)

cycle can now beBy empioying the inverse transformation, the stabiiity of a limit

performed from Galerkin's method.

2.3.3 Comments on the methods of KB and Galerkin

Tire following comments are made on the methods of KB and Gaierkin.

1. Although lrî ø;l is assumed O(e) in the e order Galerkin's method, the

(rî' - u;2) tern in the averaging process produces a e2 order term. Moreover,

when F; has products like i¡¿i¡¡ , ù;rt¡rlx etc, these products give rise to higher

order e2 , €3, etc terms. Contribution of these higher order terms, on the other

hand, do not appear in the e order method of KB.

2. While expression (2.4) gives a necessary condition for internal resonance, the

frequency ratios causing resonance can be determined only from the dynamic

loads, -Q. For iliustration, let //o : 2 and Ft : Fz : (q, * qr)' in equa-

iion (2.1). The internal resonance for this situation is possible if and only if

2 ut u2 : O (e) or q 2 uz : O (r). (Necessary and sufficient

conditions for resonance are discussed further in Chapter 4.)

3. For a unimodal oscillation, frequency uî in the Galerkin's approach (or ø¿ in

the technique of KB) decouples from the ,,1¿ equation. Hence, both methods

will give identical ¡esults for this particular case of non - resonance.

4. Regardless of the resonance condition, Galerkin's approach results in

unknowns. The KB method, on the other hand, produces (1/o rn

2No

+1)
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fewer unknowns when rr¿ modes resonate but there are only l/o unknowns when

all modes are non - resonant. ( Multi mode, non - resonant oscillations are

generally called quasi - periodic oscillations.)

5. Tlrere is a need to combine lhe tþo and tþn equations in the KB's method to
-:

f.orrrr tþr, equations (for internally resonant modes) in the computation of the

limit cycles as well as their stability. On the other hand, these combinations

are employed only for the stabilit¡' determination in the Galerkin's approach

discussed here. For computational contenience, however, use of the$¡, equa-

tions can be eliminated advantageously, in the latter approach, by performing

the stabiiity analysis on

-i- å i) A, å oA,ÃJt) : 
F_;;,Ai(t) 

+ Ð ñ;,þr(Ð, 
i:!,2,.. ,No Q.zl)

,þ¡(t): Y, #Ak(t) + î þ1þ-(t\, j:r,Z,...,m. (2.26)
o=u=, ôAu ""'" ' ' 3 ô4tn Ynt") 

'

Hete$r, whicir corresponds to the reference mode having frequency ø*, is set to

zero by taking advantage of tire fact that the temporal origin of an autonomous

system is arbitrary. (I" other words, all time shifts 1Þ¡ arc no'w measured with

respect to the reference mode.) One eigenvalue of the characteristic matrix

produced by equations (2.25) and (2.26) will alwa5's be zero to refl.ect this

particular fact. If all other eigenvalues have negative real parts, the limit

cycle will be stable.

6. For a non - resonant system, the linearized equation (2.i6) or (2.25) can

also be used to determine the stability of the initial equilibrium solutions

Ai : 0,i : I,2,. . ' ,l/o by dropping the summation over the time shifts.
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2.4 Concluding Rernarks

Computationally efficient time averaging methods are presented to determine ap-

proximate periodic solutions of weakly nonlinear equations of motion. Systematic

formuiations for the computation of limii cycles and their stability are developed for

a general, multiple - DOF system which can be non - resonant, internally resonant

or partiaily resonant. A procedure to perform the stability analysis of the limit

cycie is outlined for the traditional Galerkin's method, r,r'hich can be applied now

to any other problem as well. On the basis of the comparison of different averaging

methods, the method of KB will be used in the subsequent chapters to analyze non

- resonant galloping oscillation modes. The resonant modes, on the other irand, will

be investigated, for computational convenience, by employing Galerkin's technique

(in the suggested alternative approach).

18



Chapter 3

Oscillator Model for Analyses of
Conductor Galloping

S. L Introduction

A 2 - DOF oscillator model is developed to represent a span of a vertically and

torsionally vibrating transmission line. On the basis of the reported field records of

galloping, (Transmission line reference book 1979, Edwards and Madeyski 1956) the

conductor's motion in the wind's direction (i.e in lhe Z direction of Figure 3.t(a))

is neglected. Systematic procedures are detailed to analyze galioping. They consist

mainly of the follou'ing interrelated phases.

1. Developing an oscillator model to represent a span.

2. Determining the initial stability of a conductor's static profile.

3. Computing the limit cycles for an initially unstable profile and evaluating the

stability of the ensuing limit cycle amplitudes.

The accuracy and advantages of the analyses rvill be demonstrated by employing

illustrative examples. Then a model representing a span of transmission line will be

used to simulate a documented, field record of galioping.

3.2 Formulation of, a 2 - U-OF Oscillator Model

A span of a typicaltransmission lineis shown in Figure 3.1(a) ï'here adjacent spans

and the support insulator strings have stiffness K¡ purely along the X (longitudinal)
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axis. It is assumed implicitly that the inertial effects of the adjacent spans are

negligible and that the support towers are rigid.

Let the time-dependent movement in the longitudinal direction of the left and

riglrt supports be denoted bV Ut(ú) and Ur(t), respectively. The dynamic displace-

ment components at any point (t,g,") of the conductor in Figure 3.1(b) are mea-

sured from the static configuration, where g anð. z are measured from the center of

rotation (C R ) Thev can be described by

ur(s,Y,z,t)

uo(s,g, z,t)

ur(srgrz,t)

u{t)fi(s) + u,(Ðf,(s) + t/(s, t)

l(s,t) - zØ(s,t)

yO(s, ú) (3 1)

wlrere /r(") : I - slL and /2(s) : slL. The u,,uo and uz are the local displace-

ments, at a point on a conductor, in the direction of the associated sufrx. The s is

the intrinsic coordinate wirich indicates the distance from the lower tip of the left

insulator string of a reference cross section of the conductor. The .L is the total

iength of the line in a span. Furthermore U and V ane the global displacements of

the axis of the bare conductor in the X and Y directions, respectively, and O is its

rotation about the s axis. In general, U,V ar'd O can be expressed as

tJ(s,t) : lu*(t)fs,-(s)
lz'(s, ú) : lu^(t)fa.,(s)

O(s, ú) : le^|t¡¡u^ç'¡ (3 2)

rvlrere u^,r^ and 0^ are the generalized coordinates and fB,^, Ín., and /5,. are the

associated mode shapes.

The displacement componerì.ts U1,Uz and. U have been neglected generally in

the literature (e.g. Gortemaker 1984). Moreover, merelv a sinusoidal mode shape

has been used for I/. I{owever, it was found in the present study that the combined
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effects of these rather oversimplified assumptions were giving erroneous natural fre-

quencies of free vibrations for the efectively in-plane, fundamental vertical modes.

Consequently, the analytical mode shapes for f3,^ and fa^ (Irvine 1981) are taken

AS

{^ 'l^'L' _ (, 1\ " 7 l^l^" , 1* (., ^^^'l,ns\ ^,-.,1-"1Iz., : 
^rL 

-Ut-r)In^-1^L l, -t'anT \i-cos-)-s'n L )

fn*:1-tan!"i"T-r""ff (3s)

wherern:Ir3,5,...for the symmetrical modes and as

: (t - i) Ín."* *(r- cos.i)
. n1,7r s

: sllt 

-
L

(3.6 )

rvhere -L" is the horizontal distance between adjacent towers, -H is the horizontal

component of the static tension 7, and p, is the total verticai load per unit length

of tlre conductor. Furthermore, A and E are the bare conductor's c¡oss sectional

area and Young's modulus of elasticity, respectively.

f 
",^

f n,, (3 4)

where rn : 2,4,6,. .. for the antisymmetrical modes. (Symmetrical modes consist

of symmetrical vertical components and antisymmetrical longitudinal components

about the center of the span whereas antisymmetrical modes have antisymmetrical

vertical and symmetricai longitudinal components.)

The remaining mode shapes f5^ are

rnTs
fs*:sin , , ffi:Ir2r3,...

Tlre 1-, L' and À2 in equation (3.3) are computed from

(3 5)

å(;)'l )
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Only one mode shape is retained in this formulation for each giobal variable

U,V and O. The equations of motion resulting from the time-dependent generalized

coordinates qq : z- and gs : 0,n (or a tu'o - DOF system) are formulated next by

employing engineering approúmations to the derived five - DOF (q1 : Ut,Qz:

UzrSz:'ttrm¡Ça and Çs) system. For convenience, the f"*,fn-,rfu,o,r^ and á- will

be denoted by f", f n, fu,¿' and á, respectivel5', in the sequel.

3.2.L Equations of motion

The equations of motion are found by applying the variational principle (Clough

and Penzien 1975)

(3 7)

where T¡¿n and I/" are the total kinetic and strain energies of the system. 1¡" f,f." is

the work done by the non-conservative forces acting on the system and á indicates

the first variation.

3.2.2 The variation in the kinetic energy, Tn¿n

By neglecting the inertial effects in the longitudinal direction, T¡";n is obtained from

Tkin:', Ir" {l^,, (r¡o, + ri,,) aa} a, (B 8)

where p(A,") is the mass densit¡' per unit volume o\¡er the iced conductor's total

cross sectional area, A7, and a dot superscript indicates differentiation with respect

to time, ú. Substituting equations (3.1) through, (3.5) into equation (3.8) gives

I,'," 
urru,^ - v)dt * l',' 6w-"dt -- o

l'tz ftt
| 

- 
6To,.dt : - |' {lq7}r fttITl{qrldtJtt Jtt

{qr}': <{q"}'{q}'>
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{q"}'

{q}'

8t, Qz, Qz )

8+,4s )

and

lMr) (3.10)

respectively. Elements ofThe [O3] and lO] are the 3 x 3

the consistent mass matrix [/11]

3.2.3 The variation in the strain energy, V

The first variation in ihe strain energy, ill" ,is (Desai et. al. 1988)

¡L6v: 
1," l^{t,}r1o¡ a.t d" (8.11)

rvhere {e} and {a} are the strain and stress vectors, respectively. These vectors are

defined by

losl lol I
lo)' ittl l

Sx2nullmatrices,

given in Appendix A.

-l I

L

and

ate

T .\Tr.J 4 €"t€o )

{"i : lll{.}*{"0}

The e, is the Lagrangian strain along s such that

,, : \q!t * fuay * I [ ( 9!"\' * ( 9ut'1'a,a,*æa,*¡Lt'a,l -(*l j

The torsional strain €a) oïr the other hand, is simply

,,: P
Os

Furthermore, the elasticity matrix lD] and the initial stress vector

(3.12) are

(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.14)

{o¡} in equation

lDl :

{oo}t :

AE 8,1
Bl GJI

T,M >

(3.15)

(3.16)

1l_t
Al
1

A.
Ð9
L¿



where M is the conductor's initial internal tu'isting moment, which resists the ex-

ternal moment caused by the eccentricice weight. GJ is the torsional rigidity of the

bare conductor and 81 is an axial-torsional coupling parameter whose significance

has been outlined by McConell and Chang 1986.

By substituting equations (3.12), (3.15) and (3.16) into equation (3.11), 6It can

be shown to take the form

¡L
6I'" : Jo lAE6e"e" ï 81(6e"e6 * e"6e6) * GJ6e6e6 *76e" * M6es)ds . (3.17)

If the displacement derivatives upto quadratic order are retained and equations

(3.1) through (3.5) as well as equations (3.10), (3.13) and (3.la) are substituted into

equation (3.17), then the flz" from the static configuration is

61,/" : {6qr}'lSr]{qt} (3 18)

after algebraic manipulations. Elements

presented in Appendix A.

of the 5 x 5 stiffness matrix, [,97], are

3.2.4 The variation in the external work) Wnc

The non-conservative forces include the aerodynamic rvind loads and the viscous

damping force. If their net component in the longitudinal direction is neglected, the

corresponding variatiort,6Wn., can be shown to be

6Wn" [F'r(s)61,' * F' 6(s)6Øl d' - {6 qr}' l}r]{qþi (3.1e)

lvhere

lo,l lol l
lol' lcl l

¡L: 
JO

lCr":
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3.2,4.L Damping matrix, [C]

Elements c¿,i,'i,j : L,2 of lC) are computed by assuming mass and stiffness pro-

portional, Rayleigh damping (Clough and Penzien 1975). Alternatively, a purely

diagonal [C] can be constructed from the measured damping ratios {, and {6 which

are associated with the uncoupled vibrations in the direction indicated bv a sub-

script. Then

c1,1 : 2ao(om1¡ i cz,z :2u6(6m2,2 (3.21)

wlrere uo,f-or instance, is the undamped, uncoupled natural frequency of free vibra-

tions in the g direction.

3.2.4.2 Aerodynamic loads

Quantities F'o ar.d F'6in equation (3.19) are the aerodynamic loads per unit length

of the conductor which act in the I and O directions, respectively. They are eval-

uated by measuring the quasi - steady moment F',., Iíft Ft¿ and drag P'¿ force

experienced, at various angles of attack o, by a rigidly mounted, iced conductor

sample (Figure 3.2 (a)) in a wind tunnei. The F'¿, Ft¿ and F',n are expressed

traditionally (Blevins 1990) as

1F'¿, F'0, F'^):tyo.r,r.'d, <C¡(a) ,Co(a), d.C¡¡(a)> (3.22)

Here pa;r and U" are) respectively, the density of air and the steadl' wind speed at

which the experiment is performed. Moreover, d is a reference dimension (usuali5' the

bare conductor's diameter) which is used to non - dimensionalize tire lift C ¡, drag C p

and moment C7¡¡ coefficients. It is assumed, in the quasi - steady theory, that tirese

coefficients do not change appreciably o\¡er a range of wind speeds experienced by a

vibrating conductor so that the loads measured on a static rnodel can be employed

in the dynamic analyses. The theory has been reported to be valid (Blevins 1990)
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for

where U" and u)n are the free

oscillation, respectively.

Forces and the moment o\¡er a unit length of vibrating conductor are shown

schematicaily in Figure 3.2 (b). The iocal coordinate systernA - z, corresponding to

a conducto¡'s static profile, norv takes the new position gt - 4 due to the rotation,

O, about tire s axis. A moving conductor experiences a relative wind, Ur"¿, which

stems from the vector difference between the horizontal velocity field (U" +ù,) and

the velocity of the conductor's vertical motion ùo. The magnitude of U,.¿ and its

direction, a,, with respect to the global Y - Z system are

10
Ur> -und )

IL

stream wind speed and the angular

(u,+ù,)2+ù2o

tan-l ( "" \
\U" + 'tt'"/

(3.23)

frequency of

(3.24)

Ul" :
a., :

The drag force, F¿, acts in the direction of. U,"¿ whereas the lift F¿ acts

direction normal to F¿, as shown in Figure 3.2(b). Expressions for F¿, F¿

are obtained from equation (3.22), by replacing U. with U,.¡.

The instantaneous angle of attack, a, at point (y,r) is given by

d:t,)-e.u (3.25 )

The a is positive in the clockwise direction during the experimentation as well as in

the analyses. It can be noticed from equations (3.1) , (3.24) and (3.25) that a varies

across a cross - section. ÌIo$'ever, many researchers - for example Ciradha 1974,

Richardson 1981, Nigol and Buchan 1981, Gortemaker 1984 - have considered a

to be measured at tire C.R. so that ù, = V , ù" : 0. (Note that when motion

of tlre C.R. in the z direction, with velocity W, is considered,'i,t"" = W.) Blevins

1990, on the other hand, approximated a variation in a by using a characteristic

in the

and. F^
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dimension, A, corresponding to a reference point where the instantaneous angle of

attack is computed. Nakamura and Mizota 1975, as well as Slater 1969, also used a

characteristic dimension in the computation of a for the torsion of a rectangle and

an angle section.

If the ¡eference point is located on the windward side of conductor, the velocity

field is

'i.Ls : it

'it' : R

+Ão
Åtan ao (,

n'here a6 is the angle betrveen the z axis and a line joining the reference point to the

C.R. When U, >> ù, and U, >> ùr, d is considered "small" and the substitution

of the above equation into equations (3.24) and (3.25) results in the approximate

expressions

(3.26)

(3.27)

(3 28)

(J,u¿

a(s, ú)

U,

- .RO r'i(-)__-U,U"

These expressions are employed in this chapter to develope a closed form analytical

solutions whereas the analyses for a relatively larger a (i.e. U"¿ * U, , a, *
(AO + 1t)lU") is presented in the next chapter.

With the above definitions of a, U,.¿, au, F¿, .F¿ and fl-; the force, -8 ,, and

moment, Frn, tn the deformed coordinate system Ut - zt are given as

F-a1

F^,

f t\a) cos o -i- 1d(aJ sln a

F^(a)

The structural rotation O is assumed small in all phases of the analyses so that a

Ut - zt to g - z transformation is not required in the derivation of ihe equilibrium

equations. Hence, the substitution of equations (3.22) and (3.27) into equation
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(3.28) results in

rn'here C, and C6 are

Fo, = þ44c"(r)yr2t

F - Po¿' (J'2 d2 ,'mt- 2 Jo(")

F,O

F,E

co(a)

Ce(a)

Cr,(a)cosa * Cp(a)sina

c ru(a)

(3 .2e )

(3 30)

Typical Ct, Cn and Cu cur\¡es are presented in Figure 3.3 for the iced con-

ductor sample (Stumpf and Ng 1990) of Figure 3.a(a). Such curves are utilized for

computing th,e C¿, i: y,d of equation (3.30), after scaling a so that a : 0 corre-

sponds to the static equilibrium position. The static equilibrium position is marked

by the '*' symbol in Figures 3.3 and 3.5. Th.e C¿ thus cornputed are shorvn by 'o'

symbols in Figure 3.5. Thel'are represented generally (Blevins 1990, Novak 7972),

in the analyses, by a cubic polynomial having the form

C; = a¡a + a¿zaz + ø¿scr3 ; i - A,0 (3.31)

The aerodynamic load coefficients a¿j) j : I,2,3 are obtained usualiy by curve fit-

ting experimental data, e.g. the data shorvn in Figure 3.3, in the neighborhood

(described in the same figure by the region bounded between the tu'o solid lines

and encompassing the 'x' symbol) of the initially twisted conductor's profile under

the action of the moment, Mi"", arising from the eccentric ice weight. These ap-

proximations are shown in Figure 3.5 b¡' a, continuous curve. The constant terms

a¿6, which correspond to the vertical of - sets at a : 0 in the figure, are omitted

from expression (3.31) because thel' ¿¡s accommodated in the static loads per unit

length, po and p6, which take the form

pa : 'ro.r,u"'o ayo - Fg

pe : I¡c.r,u,'d' 
aeo -f M¿""
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The a is approximated by substituting equations (3.3), (3.+) and (3.5) into

equation (3.27) so that

a(s,ú) =(t-frø-V)ts=,.rs (B38)

Herc fu6 : 1 corresponds to the antisymmetrical mode shapes whereas, for sym-

metrical mode shapes, the single term approximation, in a least square sense, is

" Z rL--f"t: I Jo hfud' (3.34)

By substituting equation (3.29) and equations (3.31) through (3.34) into equation

(3.19), it can be shown that

6wn" - {6qr}' {Fr} - {6qr}' [Cr){rir}

The resulting aerodynamic load vector, {Fa}, is

(3 35)

{Fr}' :( o, o, o, {P}" > (3.36 )

where {Fi is presented in Appendix A. Substituting equations (3.10), (3.18) and

(3.35) into equation (3.7) produces the equations of motion for the five - DOF

system as

{6qr}' l',' {luurl{qr} + [cr]{cir}+ [sr]{q'} - {F'}i d.t :0. (3.3i)

The dynamic equilibriun equations from the static configuration of the con-

densed two - DOF system are computed by first partitioning [Sr] such that

ls"l : [s,l lsr] I
¡s,j' is'r J , ( 3.38)

and then elirninating tlie axial displacement components, {q"}, so that

l^r){q} + tcl{q} + lrl{q} : {F} ( 3.3e)

lK)= [ssì - [5r]?[^91]-1[^9zl

to

wirere

(3.40 )



The equations of motion (3.39) are now transformed to non - dimensionai form

by introducing

{q} : lr'){q'}

{q'} : tï't"

lr,): l19l (341)
L0 1l

to facilitate the analyses. By substituting the equations labelled (3.4i) into equa-

tion (3.39) and multipl;'ing the resulting equation b5, (Lfrnuo'd')lT'l', th.e non -
dimensional equation

lM'l{q'} + lC'l{q'} + lK'){q'}: {F'} (3.42)

is generated. A dot superscript now indicates differentiation with respect to r
that z : urt and ø, : \M"tlr"). The non - dimensional a is also transformed

that

a:0- (3 43)

and

IJn : U,

%df*
(3.44)

so

SO

r0 i)

U-- d u-

R. , --' df"e

3.3 Initial Stability Analysis

The first step in analyzing self - excited galloping is to determine the stability of the

static (initial) equilibrium profile. The initial confi.guration can be determined by

setting the accelerations and velocities in equation (3.42) to zeto. For the assumed

Co atd C6, tlte initial profile can be either

a
i ;=0

d.
0:0
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or it can correspond to the roots of the equation

(k' r,rø" - b") 0' t (k' 1,2a2 * br) 0 ! lc' 1,2a1 - b1

and

a

ã -- (oU^'

Here

t r2
tt |ua|\Kt¡ : e^, 1-l

" \no )
u0

aî:
uy

Tf]¿tt ^ Ic.,¿_
,úu 'tr\J d rÍLt,z

. ..2-lrz,z , -Çt w0 : lr-iTILZ,Z \s

u,2 - (,lr'? ,+--'-' eeUn'
-0 (3.46)

("re+a202+asP) - lr' ,,r0 (3.47)

p.;, dn fle p,¡ d' Í3e
ç6 Sv- (3.48)

and a¡ = AyjÍue ; b¡ = Ae¡ ,i :1,2,3. Equation (3.a7) suggests a static bifurcation

whose occurrence is shown later to be improb¿ble in practice. Equation (3.+S), on

the other hand, corresponds to the transmission line's static equilibrium under the

combined effects of the line's self weight, the ice load and the loads generated by a

steady rvind. The stability anaiysis for this equilibrium profile is performed in the

usual manner by first iinearizing the equations of motion nea the static equilibrium

position (Hagedorn 1982). In other words,

2rnz,z )

lKnl : lK'l-(ou^'

2mr,t

0ør
0ói

o,1 rat f
h rû)

(3.4e)

Here [O2] and [12] are the 2 x 2 null and identity matrices, respectively. Moreover

the liriearizedlKT) and [C¿] are

.i, ò , i, o >':l -r)11¡o"1 -ø|,!i),tc,t
.1,0 ,1 , () >'

d.d

Ì TJn

lCzl: [C'l +s'-'
JuA

(3.50)

Galloping is said to occur if a,t least one of the eigenvalue of the characteristic equa-

tion (3.49) has a, positive real part. The eigenval.ues are generally computed numer-

icaliy (Ko 1979, Gortemaker 198a) even for two or three - DOF systems. Hou'evet,
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the necessary and sufrcient conditions for an eigenvalue, .4., to have a positive real

part can be obtained by applying the Routh - Hurwitz criteria (Hagedorn 1982) to

the characteristic polynomial

Ln -(nr-l-gr)Â3 t(gn- 9s-sa)Ñ *(g"gu'fszss- gz)1\- 9t:0 (3.51)

in which

et : a.t l[ø'l-'llfz,ll

ez : s" (zer,, * Sftbt * ates) * rt"r"f (,T)

ez : s"(z¿,.ç*:.þt#- +zËo,(,"o'%)
\ /", ' l,s @s,

e¿ : -det llu')-'lcr)l

9; : gs (1 * 
"oÇk' ,,r)

ga : 9a (a,2 - (a[J^'b, + ey(,(k'l,, - eoU,'or))

ez : sazÇeo{,", * *',,,ù (w.þn# *2teu, *rË",r)

+ (r'r,, - (o(Jn'o, * esu,2 - eo(e(I^2b) (Y# * Z€ae 
u,o- 

* 2(o i #)\
1ga: 

-,, . (3.52)Êa'l'-r

and

tse:r#;. (3.53)

The Routh - Hurwitz criteria give the explicit instability conditions

9r)g

92+%>0

gzlgsge*gzgs

G, + s")þq - 9s - gu)(gssu i gzg¡ - gr) >

g{gz * gt)' - (gtgu + szgs - sz)2 (3.54)
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The equilibrium position u'ill become unstable if at least one of the conditions in

relation (3.54) is satisfied. It can be seen from relations (3.52) and (3.54) that

the initial instability conditions involve oniy the load coefficients ø1 and ó1, which

correspond to the linear a terms in Co and Ce. Consequently, the conditions are

applicable to any order polynomial. It may be noted from equation (3.51) that

at least one eigenvalue will be zero if. g : g. This situation indicates a static

bifurcation. However, for a positive definite lÃ['], gt : 0 is possible only if the

determinant of K¡ ís zero. If ø1 and b1 are both negative, this situation is not

possible because [K'1 is positive definite. W]ren one of the load coefficients is positive,

however, it is still unlikely to have h : Q because the multiplier (r, associated u'ith

the coefrcient is of order e. Hence it seems that the static bifurcation is improbable

in practice.

The e order periodic oscillations or limit cycles are investigated in ihe following

section for those parameters u'hich initiate galloping.

3.4 Lirnit Cycles and Their Stability Analyses

Averaging methods are employed next to analyze limit c5rcles by assuming that

the aerodynamic loads and the damping forces arc small compared to the unit

order inertial and elastic restoring fo¡ces. Conductor cables are usually very lightly

damped so that the dissipative forces can be considered small. Furthermore, if the

aerodynarnic loads have e order iinear a terms (a << 1), the a2 and a3 terms

certainly constitute a weakly nonlinear force system. It can be seen from equation

(3.50) that the smaller of (ofin2q and (oU^2ó1 need be order e so that averaging

can be applied to the equations of motion (3.42). These equations are transformed

to principal coordinates , {?}, where

{q} : lólr {q't ,

ôôóó

(3 .55 )



by using the eigenfunctions lól "f the undamped, free vibrationst

vù{ìù + tr¿l{r} : lu-1-t (tøl'{r'} - tc-l{t}) (3.56)

Here [ft] is the diagonal matrix having elements (L;,¿: u¿2,i' :1,2, rvhere the

eigenvalues ø1 2 and u22, (i2 ) ut,¡ are the roots of equation

(I - (,"o\rn - (L+u,2 *2eoÇlc'1,r)r'+(r.'- (,k'r,r'):0 (3.57)

TIre [/] , lC") and the diagonal lllrl-1, on the other hand, are given by

[ó):
1ó,
Ót1

( 3.58)

(3.5e )

where

lc"l : löl'lc'lló): I .6' tl' l
Lç12 ç2 I

[M-):ló]'lM'llól: lnu¡ o llo A,I;) )

, ('("o"' + k'',')
(l)1 lrL ultz -t'l'2
, esur, I lrtr,,
Qz:* uz'-r
{, : Ç i 2{oeeoór% + Ërór'?sa 5r

tr, : órto i (I + órór)Ëoeeo% + Ëeór?-us (t

€z : ór, to * 2(y6ey$2?g! + Êr?u! Çr

M; : I-2eoS1*+
1

M; : |-2ór"oiór'
L,

(3.60 )

TAlternatively, mode shapes corresponding to the natural frequencies of the linearized, un-
damped system (i.e. [K¿] -rziM') = 0) could have been used also for the transformation providing
the eigenvalues are real.
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By substituting equations (3.43), (3.44), (3.55) and (3.60) into equation (3.56), and

simplifying, it can be shown straightforwardly that

ll'here

and

fr: Ðarr,-2€flt-ZttzTz
i=1

f; : Ðbrc"t - 2tnry - ZËzrtz (9.62)
i=7

..Ðf:r¡ -l w{r¡ : #
LVt1

..of;
nz*uz'qz : *M;

ó,q,*r,-(+) n,- (T)n,
(o¿* ótb;)(oU-', i : 7,2,3

(óza;*bt)(oU-', i : !,2,3

(3.61)

(3.63 )

a¿:

b;:

The averaging procedures outlined in Chapter 2 are applied nou' to the trans-

formed equations of motion (3.61). The a, a2 and a3 terms in the dynamic loads

¡; where 'i : 1,2, of equation (3.62) indicate that the system will become internally

resonant rn'hen uzlut - 1*, 2+, 3+, where + represents an additional O(e) term.

Note that uzlut:312+ is a no¡ - resonance case for the assumed form of the aero-

dynamic load. Furthermore, the a2 term contributes to the response only when the

frequency ratio is nearly trvo. The occurrellce of tÌris resonance case is more likeiy

tvhen more than one mode shape per global direction is considered for each variable

in equation (3.2). Consequently, the analyses for u2f u1:2+ wili be presented, in

the context of a general finite element formulation, in tlie following chapter.

The methods of KB and Galerkin are empioyed next to compute the limit cycles

for the non - resonant and resonant modes ( rrlrt: 1* or 3+), respectively, by
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assuming the soiutions of equations (3.61) as

q'(")

qz(")

At(") cos (øir + rþr("))

Ar(r) cos (uir + ,þr(r)) (3.64)

3.4.L Analyses of non - resonant rnodes (a2f q + I*, 2*, 3*)

The øi are considered to be u; for the non - resonant modes. The application of

equations (2.5) through (2.t3) along with equation (3.64) results in the averaged

equations

The 7; are set to zeto in equations (3.65) and (3.66) to compute the steady state

amplitudes d. One obvious solution is Zr : A, : 0. This solution corresponds

to tlie initiat equilibrium position. Other finite steady state amplitudes, A¿, are

presented in Table 3.1 where

A, ( - 7 t rót 
lu, * *twrAr, + zwrÃrr)]\-W lrt* 2U" L*,, 4 \rr!,1! ))

#{*, * W lt, 
* !ew,A,' + w,z,'t]}

t.Qt I óøt
- ffitu, * fflw,l,' + zw,Ã,'¡l

- ;W{t, * !rr*,t' + w,A,'¡},

vit: ór'+#O+rór)'
un

fÐ12
Wz : r++(óz*r)2

f T ¿''
vn

w": -4lu.' zt¡-t'fvt'3 -3*L"tr1+rál

r4,o: -Ll¿,+?u^t'1' 3ósL- Ózir)
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At

_i_

Az

-i_
,þ,

.--
,þ,

( 3.65)

(3 66)

(3.67)

( 3.68)

where

(3.6e )



ót-U-€,
qA,I¡(I * rót)

fr t
w n\2:

uzMî(Óz * r)
(3.70)

Solutions 1 and 2 in the table correspond to a unimodal periodic motion whereas

solution number 3 indicates a quasi - periodic motion. The 4¿(r) are then computed

from

T;Q) :Ã;cos(u; + rþr)" , i: I,2 j (3. 71 )

where the frequency corrections, $r, orc given by equations (3.67) and (3.68).

Tire stability of the limit cycles is evaluated by computing the eigenvalues of

the characteristic matrix
laÃ aÃllÇl- I ô4r ð4, 

Ir"tt - I aÃ, aA, ILaÉ aÉJ
which is formed by applying equation (2.16) to equations (3.65) and (3.66). The

stability conditions for the unimodal periodic motions and a quasi periodic motion

have been derived by applying Routh - Hurwitz criteria to the resulting character-

istic polynomiai. They are presentedin Table 3.1 where the quantitiesWz andWe

are defined by

@B(1+ rS1)(2wa-W)

6"(ór+r)(2Ws-Wò (3 73)

Ws

w6

(3.72)

Wz

Wa

3.4.2 Analyses of internally resonant oscillator

3.4.2.1 u2f u, - !+

Frequencies øi are expressed in terms of a common frequency u- for this particular

resonarrce, The application of equations (2.5) through (2.13) along rvith equation

ÐnJI



(3.64) results in the following averaged equations

Ã'r: -il{e'n, itrrArcor,.y',' -9#

f{t * 'ø, )Ã, + (tø, * r)cos ,þ,, - * "t^ú-)2,]} tt tnl

_L I ( ,-r  br*ghwsÃ, : -W {€tr.at 
costþr, * trAz * T

frr, 
* r)Ãz * (tt * r/1)cos ,þ,, *T,ioø,,) u,] 

) 
(8.75)

- -j- 
+ {Ã:M_í çr* - ,îr) * Ërr4rsi' r/, - 4o' + 3o"w'nArþ': Mîl2r- ' ui")*€"4'sinty'"= 

,u^

lltrLv, . (+.o,,.y',, + (ó,* r)sin7,,) z,l ) 1r.tu¡f ø- \ø- -'/ J)

=; 1 lArMi,,.,-, - .-2r ¿ -T -:.-i -,4ðr * 3ósll'e
Azlsz : -Ml i ,,* |.., -uz )-Ëniatsrn?11 * gU"

l*",.(T.*,.y'',-(1 +r/1)sint'') n,] ) , GTT)

rvhere

-ôWe : WtAr- + WzAz' * 2AtAz x

{ lt,' 
_r (ä)' (, * ,ô,)(ó,- .)] 

"o, 
,þ,, -r fr{0,0,- i) .i,,,.i,, }

(3.78)

--: 
- 

-i-
By setting A¿ = A¿tþ;: 0 in the above equations, employing the transformation

(2.24) derived in the previous chapter, and algebraically manipulating the resulting

equations, it can be demonstrated that

n2 S{tr- - Sttzu-Wto -  lVnat
't1 r

Ã:,

.þr, : ,þ, - ,þr: -tan-l(I4lr¿) , (3.79)

and

'ttk) 
: Al cos u*7

TtzU) : Ã2cos(u-r -l ,þrr) (3.80)
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Here

Wto :

Wtt :

W,, :

Wn:

WM:

(Wßu"z * Wn)(Wßu*2 * Wß) * WzoWzp*z

Ws

wroWrn + * (wro(ör+ 
") - r - ótr)un'

ór-wro+fitorrr)w1swß
(Wrcu*z +Wv)z *u-zWzoz

l\lu
u-W\s(W1au*2 ì Wtn) - (Wrcu*2 * W77)u*1U21

WtoWtu

Wrz : (Wrau-z + VI\s)2 + u-'Wrr' (3.81)

and

Wta : -þ2

W'1, -IÃ"'^"t'' * LLt: 
_W'rurr' 

+ i(a"b, - bsor)

Wre: i
Wß -IÃí'^"'^2 - 

L-'=: -Wtluz" * Slash - bsat)

w'zo : -br€, I asÊtz + +:t(a"b, - brar)
2Un

wr, : -b"tr, * astz + ljlfurb, - bsa) (3.82)
lUn

I\4oreover, the common frequency o,'- is obtained from the positive real roots of the

equation

Wzzu*6 -Wzsu*a *Wz+u*z -Wzs- 0 (3.83)

rn'here

wzz : T Ut t ör)wrc - (ó, -t r)w,6)

Wzz : (€rWt, - €trWru)(2órWra - ZWrc) * Wzø

*7IÓ" (urzwß' - wr, - 2trrwru)' fIn

Ózlr'-=f (rr'WruWr" - Wr" - 2trWru)
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Wzn :

Wzu :

2,þr(trrWr" - ËrWrr) * ZttWza - 2trr(Wro2 + 2WruWrz)

+u72w26 - wzs - 
t *f",ulwzz 

- wrr' - 2trzwzn)

+ff ør'I4ir" - wûwß - 2trwz")

ZótWrs(ãWrn - €rrWrr) - (rr'Wr, + 2wn(t1w1n - tr'.JØrr))

*t#t(rió')14/tn_ (ó"*r)w,r) , (s.84)

wßI4izo - wrewz,

Wrr' + 2WßWß

WßWß*l4/vWn*WzoWzt (3.85)

Having determined the limit cycles, the stability of the periodic motrons a¡e

investigated by constructing the characteristic matrix [^9"],

Ì!L:

| ðA, ðAt ðAt I

I a4, a4, ð.þ!, 
Ircr_ I ðAz ðAz ðAz I , (9.g6)lÐc) - I ât a4, ð,þ^ | 'lw w'#l

which is found by applying equations (2.16) and (2.17) to equations (3.7a) through

(3.77). The expression for ,þrrio [S"] is obtained by a straightforward manipulation

of equations (3.76) and (3.77). By applying the Routh - Hurwitz crite¡ia to the

resulting characteristic polynornial of [S"], the following stability conditions can be

obtained.

and

Wza

Wzz

lliza

W¡o : \- 
"--'-'L

z=!

Wss : det 1.9" I

WuÐdetl NIinor s.¿,¿ I - VIso
-'- I

u'here fMinor s"¿,¿l is the minor matrix associated with

0

0

0 (3.87)

element s";,¿.
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3.4.2.2 u2f ur: J+

Frequenciesari and ui are expressed as ø- and 3 ø*, respectively, when uzlut: 3*.

The appiication of equations (2.5) through (2.i3) and equation (3.6a) results in the

following averaged equations.

-:- 7 ( f 3 t -t.1A, : -ø {€'A' + (1 + ró')Ar 
lu, 

+ iu"(þ\/ilA; + zws2Az"))

I - -^-ì+iaz(W""cos ty'r, - Wsnsinzþr")A1" A2 j (3.88)

-:- 7 ( l- 3- -t -t1A,:rL¿ 
A,t; l"- "1,, 4-". ' "o¿'-¿ /)

where

+ r,þt)

i'ÓrXø, + 'l]

I
(r + rþ7)'l - zó,(t

I

' -,2
ó,)'.$ (ä) ó,G

21
(t + rþr)'z1

I
I

+ ,ó')'I
J

solved numerically

-t,
'Y 13

Wet :

W", :

Wss :

Wss :

Ws, :

lV"u :

Equations

,þ, - 3rþt
, -,2

ó,'+H Q+16,)2

/u-\2i+e(e) (óz*r)2

| /u-\2
z(ó, +,) 

ló: - ld,)

?lr* - Ê)'1,*'
I

(r + rg1, 
Ltt,' - e)

ó,31r*-:(fi)'rr
(3.88) through (3.91) are

(3. e2 )

by employing a variant
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of Neu'ton's method because explicit expressions could not be derived expeditiously.

The stability of the resulting limit cycle is determined subsequently by perturbing

equations (2.25) and (2.26).

3.5 Tirne Integration of Equations of Motion

A time marching algorithm is presented to integrate the equations of motion for

those instances when the nonlinearity cannot be considered small. Moreover, the

integration of the unadulterated equations can aiso be used to validate the averaging

process.

An explicit, second order central diference scheme as well as implicit time

marching algorithms like the Newmark - B and Wilson - d methods (see review

articles by Subbaraj and Dokainish 1989) have been utiiized widely to integrate the

dynamic equilibrium equations for problems having geometric or material nonlin-

earities. However, such schemes cannot be employed straightforrvardly here because

of the nonlinear damping terms rvhich arise from the veiocity dependent aerody-

namic loads. The Runge - Kutta (R - K) algorithm, on the other hand, has been

employed by Gawronski 1977, Liska and Wright i979 etc, for computing galloping.

In fact, a combination of 4th and Sth order R - K algorithms (Forsythe et. al.

L977), wiiicir use a variable time step length, has been reported to be ver¡' accurate

and eficient (Price and Piperni 1988). Nevertheless, an extremely small time step

is still required to compute the envelope of galloping because the peak amplitude

might be missed if a large time step is chosen. (The computation of an envelope

is useful in the design of transmission lines in order to reduce 'flash - overs.') As

an alternative, a second order, finite difference algorithm is developed next u'hete

central and backward difference operators are used to approximate the accelerations

and velocities, respectively. The algorithm to solve equation (3.42) is summarized
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below.

For the first time step :

The displacement, {g'}0, and velocity vector, {q'}0, are known at time ú : 0.

The displacement and velocity vectors at time t : A,t are computed from

{q,}o, : {q,}o + /it{q,}o * +[M,)-, ({a,}. - lC,]{à,}o - lK,l{q,}.){s ot)
L

.,
{q,}o, : ft{{ø}"'- {q'}o) - {q'}o (3.94)

For all subsequent time steps :

For ú : z\t, ïLt,... t + Lt,the displacement and velocity vectors are

{q'}r*o, : L*lM')-l ({r'}, - lc'){q'}, - lK'l{q'},) + z1q'¡, - {q'},-o,

(3.e5)

(3. e6 ){q,}r*o, : ftftU'lr:+^aú - 4{q'}r* {q'},-¡,)

The {F'}t in the above equations represents the load vector at time ú. Moreovet,

Aú is the time step. The dynamic responses cornputed for several typical cases by

employing this algorithm and the R - K algorithm published by Forsythe et. al.

1977 could not be distinguished rn'hen Aú : 0.001 sec. (This value of Aú was found

to be adequate and conservative for typical, Iow frequency gailoping oscillations.)

However, there was a, two fold increase in the computer time needed for tire latter

scheme, compared to tire one presented here, when the displacement history rvas

requested every 0.05 seconds.

The finite differeirce aigorithm rvill be employed next to verify the dynamic

responses computed by employing the averaging methods.

3.6 Exarnples and Discussion

A computer program rvas developed in FORTRAN 77 on a micro - computer to code

the formulations described il sections 3.2 through 3.4. Results from this program
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are designated "analytical" predictions. A separate program lvas developed for the

time integration procedure which was implemented on a main frame AMDAHL 5870

system. These computer codes were utilized to elaborate the salient features of the

methodology in the five illustrative examples to follow.

The accuracy of the mass and stiffness matrices for a 2 - DOF oscillator model

is assessed in the first example. The next two examples, which encompass a square

prism and a bluff structural angle section, are employed primarily to demonstrate

the accuracy ald advantages of the analytical approach. The oscilator model is

then employed in the fourth example to analyze the non - resonant galioping of

a transmission line span. Finaliy, a field record of resonating galloping motion is

simulated in the last example.

3.6.1 Example 1. Verification of the formulation of the
2 - DOF oscillator model

The formulation of IAII] and [K] are verified by comparing the natural frequencies

of vertical and torsional free vibrations obtained from the algorithm with those

available analytically in the literature.

Analysis of in - plane vertical modes :

Analytical expressions for the natural frequencies of the in - plane vertical modes

of a uniform, flat - sag suspended cable anchored on supports at the same level

are given by Irvine 1981. Free vibration modes of such cables can be characterized

b¡' just one independent parameter, the flexibiiity parameter À2, which is defined

in equation (3.6). \Ialues of À2 betrveen 2 and 60 typicaliy represent the range of

situations for transmission line conductors. Four sample cases are selected from this

range) in u'hich À2:2,6,20 and 60. The corresponding horizontal span lengths, .L",

arc 92.I, 159.6, 291.6 and 506.3 m, respectively, rvhereas the self weight p, takes the
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values 201.65, 201.55, 207.2 and 200.2 N/-, respectively. Values of. L, and po are

not intended to represent a typical span length or self weight but, rather, they are

chosen for the convenience of varying À2. The remaining parameters AE and .H in

the expression for )2 are chosen as 4.27 x 107 N and 4.L7 x 105 N, respectively.

Computed natural frequencies, in normalized form, are presented for the flrst

eight modes (i.e. rn : l through 8 in equations (3.3) and (3.a)) in Table 3.2 for differ-

ent À2. The normalized analytical frequencies also shown in this table are obtained

by multipl -ving uo by (L,lr)\ttt l H) It can be seen fron the last two columns of

Table 3.2 that the cornputed and analytical results are in excellent agreement for

every mode considered.

Analysis of torsional modes :

The fundamental torsional modes of a freely vibrating conductor correspond to those

of a rigid shaft, whose analytical frequencie s arc (mn f q[GJ n) rn : L,2,3,. . ..

Analytical frequencies are normalized such that tirey can be represented by different

r¿. The torsional frequency øe, computed for the mth mode, can also be normalized

by taking its ratio with respect to the analytical frequency having the same modal

number.

The first eight normalized frequencies are presented in Table 3.3, for a test case

in wlrich Z : 243.84rn, GJ :289 N m2 f rud,, and -I :2.4 x 10-a kg m2 / m.

Because the mode shape /5 exactly satisfies the uni-r'ariable governing differential

equation, there is no difference in the analytical and computed results shou'n in the

table. Similar results u'ere also obtained for a variety of test cases.

On the basis of numerical experimentation with natural frequencies, the formu-

lation oL [M] and [K] seems ¡easonable.
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3.6.2 Example 2. Galloping of a square prism section

A square prism has been analyzed previousiy as a single - DOF oscillator undergoing

purely plunge oscillations (e.g. Novak L972, Parkinson and Smith 1964, Parkinson

and Brooks 1961). It is analyzed here to determine the importance of torsional

coupling with the plunge.

A best curve fit of the experimental aerodynamic data given by Richardson 1988,

for the lift, drag and moment was used to approximate the vertical load and moment

coefficients, Co and Ce respectivel¡'. fþs approximated coefficients are presented in

the second column of Table 3.4. Parameter .R vias assumed to be one-half the width

of the square prism in accordance with the work of Nakamura and Mizota 1975. The

eccentricity e, and parameter .B1 were set to zero whereas lue was set to unity. Hence

7r and 72 represent, respectively, the non - dimensional purely plunge (Aold) and

solely torsional (,46) amplitudes. Furtherrnote, u2f u1 z u,. Structural properties

Go, Ç) in the plunge direction were chosen from the investigations of Parkinson and

Brooks 1961. On the other hand, parameterr ( €a,(e) .ottesponding to a tu'ist were

prorated from the data of Blevins and Iwan 1974. Thus, the structural parameters

rvere taken as {, : 0.0037, (e : 0.000922,6d : 0.0046 ald (o : 0.0062.

The nondimensional wind speed, U., was chosen to be the average 4.7 of. a range

of wind speeds used by different researchers. The initial stability analysis predicted

the square prism to be initiall5'unstable otr¡er the wide range of structural frequency

ratios,0.6

The possibility of periodic oscillations \l¡as investigated by employing averaging

techniques. Onl¡' one stable limit cycle was obtained in the range 0.6 ( ø" < 3.1.

No bifurcations were found in this range. The angle of attack u'as found to not exceed

0.45 radians for the results presented here. The resulting analytical predictions

are represented by soiid lines (-) i" Figure 3.6. (For consistency, the analyticai
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predictions will be shown by solid lines whereas numerically integrated data will be

indicated by triangle. (A) in the figures which foilow.) This figure indicates that

the response is predorninantly in piunge over most of the ø, examined. On the

other hand, there appears to be a strong exchange of energy between the plunge

and torsion near the internal resonance of. u, - 1+ and , to a very much less extent,

at u, : 3* . The torsional amplitude shows a slight increase àt {Ð, : 3+ but it is

stiil a factor of 40 or so below that found at u, : 1* .

The analytical predictions presented in Figure 3.6 are in excellent agreement

with. the numerically integrated data. However, the computation of the response at

each u, typically consumed hours of CPU time on a main-frarne AMDAHL 5870

computer. However, the time required for convergence to a periodic state r¡'as found,

not surprisingly, to depend strongly upon the (assumed) initial tirne conditions. The

major advanta,ge of virtually instantaneous analytical predictions, therefore, is self

evident.

It is u'orth stressing that, when the square prism is assumed a priori to act

purely in plunge, ihe initial static profile equilibrium is always stable, for the speci-

fied parameters, up to a nondimensional rvind speed, Un, of.3.428. However, gallop-

ing can be initiated beiow Un : 3.428 when coupling between plunge and torsion

is permitted. For example, the stable steady state response for Un : 3 is presented

in Figure 3.7. It can be seen from this figure that both the plunge and torsional

modes exhibit unit order limit cycle ampiitudes near the internal resonance a, : I*

(aithough the initial profile is stable rn'hen ,, # 1+). These particular anaiytical

predictions agreed closeiy with the results of numerically integrating the unadul-

terated dynamic equilibrium equations (3.42). Hence, predictions based on a pure

plunge theory are clearly erroneous. Furthermore, trvist obviously plays a significant

roie in galloping, particularly near the internal resonance u, : !+ .
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3.6.3 Example 3. Galloping of a bluff angle section

The aerodynamic and structural properties of the bluff angle section shown in Fig-

ure 3.4(b) are well documented by Blevins and lwan L974. The aerodynamic load

coefficients are given in the third column of Table 3.4. The structural parameters are

{c : 0.004125,t¿,: 0.00513,(c : 0.002975 and (a : 0.01952. The normalized wind

speed has been taken as 5, both for the non - resonance cases and for the internai

resonance of u, - 1+, in order to be consistent with Blevins and Iwan 1974. Param-

eter R was considered to be one-half the leg of the angle section and f ,6 was set to

unity. Moreover, parameters ,B1 and es were set zero so that h: Aold , Az: Ae

and u2 f u1 a u,. The angie of attack of the section was found not to exceed a small

0.25 radians for ali stable limit cycies.

An initial stability analysis was performed by employing the initiating condi-

tions given in the previous section. The structural angle was found to be initially

unstable over a wide range of ø" except in the narrorv region 7.0272 < uÌ < 1.1312.

Blevins and Iwan 1974, on the other hand, predicted finite amplitude limit cycles

for this narro\ry range shown in Figure 3.8 by the dashed curves. However,

they did not investigate the stability of the initial solution or of the limit cycles. It

may be noted from the first row of Table 3.1 tliat stable periodic plunge motions of

a single - DOF model are still possible in this region because the stability condition,

2U-Ët + a1(1 + rót) < 0, is satisfied for the given parameters. Nevertheless, an

extrapolation of the predictions based soiely on a purely plunge motion is clearly

erroneous for coupled motions, especiall5' near an internal resonance. Twist is found

to play an important role in changing tlie response ciraracteristics completely -
from finite amplitude vibrations to no oscillations at all.

A limit cycle analysis and a stability anaiysis of the limit cycle amplitudes

were performed for th.e initially unstable regions. The stable and frnite results for
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the internal resonance case of u, - 1+ are presented in Figures 3.8 and 3.9. The

explicit analytical results unambiguously predicted the following, previousiy unre-

ported phenomena within the range 0.86 < u, 1 1.26 :

1. cr" ( 1.0003 - 1 stabie limit cycle

2. 1.0004 ! u, 1 1.0189 - 2 stable limit cycles

3. 1.0i90 1u, 11.0217 - 1 stable limit cycle

1. 7.02L2 1 w, 1 i.1312 - initial profile stable

5. 1.1313 1 u, 11.1634 - neither initial profi,le nor a limit cycle stabie

- 1 stable limit cycle.6. 1.1635 ( ø,

It can be seen easily from Figures 3.8 and 3.9 that the analytical predictions are

in excellent agreement rvith the numerically integrated data for the initially stable

as well as the unstable regions. In the region 1.0004 1u, 11.0189, where it is

possibie to have more than one limit cycle, convergence to a specific limit state

was found to depend critically upon the initial conditions used in the numerical

integration process. Hence, other possibie vibrations may remain undetected if a

numerical integration approaclr. is employed by itself. Furthermore, for the cross-

lratched region in Figure 3.8 between 1.1313 1u, 11.1634, u'here neither the

initial proflle nor a periodic motion is stable, a detailed numerical search for a

steady state soiution would be futile. In this range, solutions ma¡'be quasi-periodic

or even chaotic ( although such solutions are not investigated explicitly here). For

iilustrative purposes, equations (3.42) were integrated numerically for ø, : 1.15 up

to about 14.5 hours of real time. This process required about 24 hours of CPU time

on the AI\{DAHL 5870. A portion of the resulting envelope of a deflection history

is presentedin Figure 3.10. The pattern shown in Figure 3.10 was found to be more
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or less repetitive every 4 or so hours of real time. The sudden collapse in this figure

of the plunge, accompanied by an enlargement of the twist amplitude, suggests a

strong transfer of energy between the two. However, detailed investigations of this

phenomenon are still required.

It is worth mentioning that a stable initial profile is higlily desirable from a

practical viervpoint. However, if this requirement is impossible to fulfill, the gal-

loping response should be well predictable. Consequently, frequency regions like

1.1313 1u, 11.1634 and 1.0004 1u, 11.0189 in Figures 3.8 and 3.9, respectively,

should be avoided by utilizing appropriate designs.

3.6.4 Example 4. Non
iced conductorts

- resonant galloping motion of an
span

Galloping responses of a transmission line span are investigated in this example.

The iced conductor's cross section is assumed to be uniform along the span and

it is given in Figure 3.a (a). Quasi - static aerodynamic data for this section are

presented in Figure 3.3, where the zero angle of attack corresponds to the situation

rvhere the point having mar.imum ice accumulation directly faces the wind. The

entire range of angles of attack was scanned to localize the regions in which the Den

Hartog coefficient (0C7l0a + Cp)is negative. One such region, shown in Figure

3.3, is bounded by the solid vertical lines at angle of attacks of.29.82' and 97.4J..

A x at 63.62 in this figure corresponds to the initial configuration of the section,

u'hich is shown schematicall5'in Figure 3.4(a). Polynomial curve fits over the range

of angle of attacks considered are shovvn in Figure 3.5 whereas the aerodynamic

coefrcients themseives are presented in the fourth column of Table 3.4

Physical properties of the span are presented in second column of Table 3.5.

Cross sectional properties of the iced conductor specimen were computed from in-

tegrations of equations (4.2) and (4.6). Except for the cross sectional properties,
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the data in the table were measured on a full scale test line by Nigol and Clarke

L974. The torsional rigidity GJ was found to have a range of values, from 145 to 433

N m2 f rad, depending upon the conductor's size and age. Consequently, a mean

value of 289 N m2 f rad, was employed. The viscous damping ratios {, and {e were

measured, for a one loop per span excitation, in the vertical and torsional directions,

respectively. The {o and {a were employed to construct a diagonal Rayleigh damping

matrix from equation (3.21) where uo and ø, correspond to one loop frequencies.

The same damping matrix was also employed, in the absence of other damping data,

to analyze two loops per span oscillations.

The remaining parameters .R and Bi \ ¡ere assumed as iralf the diameter (28.6 mm)

of the bare cable and zero, respectively. The longitudinal displacement components

at the supports, [! and U2,were retained in the formulation for the one loop mode

because an appreciable change in the tension can be anticipated for symmetrical

modes. The valueof ø, increased byalmost 35 % when U1 and U2were suppressed.

However, there was no difference it uo rn'hen equations were formed for the two

loops per span case. A 2.7 m long insulator string having Wt : 490 N, which is

used commonly for similar spans) was also found not to have a significant influence

not oniy for two but aiso for one loop per span oscillations.

The initial stability analysis predicted the static profrle of the conductor to be

unstable for a wind speed of 4.7 m/sec for the anticipated response in the one as

well as two loop modes. This particular value of wind speed rn'as cltosen from the

field records of Edwards and À{adeyski 1956, rvhere the component of wind normal

to a transmission line ranged from 1.33 to 9.78 m/sec. Galloping oscillations were

then analyzed for one and two ioop oscillations. The (rr was computed to be 6.06

for the one loop case whereas it was 8.35 for the two loop oscillatory mode so that

the resulting motions v/ere norl - resonar.t. Analytically predicted, stable one and

twoloops per span) peak vertical vibrations are presentedin Figures 3.11 and 3.12,
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respectively. A iittle torsional motion with an amplitude less than 2o was detected

in both cases. Furthermore, the angle of attack was found not to exceed a small

0.28 radian.

Responses simulated by employing time integration are also shown in Figures

3.11 and 3.12. It can be seen that there is no perceptible difference between the

analytical predictions and the time integrated data. Hou'ever, the latter consumed

hours of computer time whereas the analytical results rvere produced vi¡tually in-

stantaneously. Therefore the assumption of a 'weak nonlinearity' has been found,

once again, to provide an extremely useful analytical tool to investigate galloping.

3.6.5 Example 5. Simulation of a resonant (a2f a1 : 1*)
field galloping record

A field record of a one loop per span galloping motion observed by Edwards and

Mad.eyski 1956 ivill be simulated in this example. Field measurements v/ere per-

formed on a 125.88 m (413 ft) span of the Port Credit test line of Ontario Hydro

which supported a virtuaily continuous wooden D foil. The cross section is shovun

in Figure 3.a (c) for which quasi - steady, aerodynamic loads were measured in a

rvind tunnel by Stumpf and Ng 1990. Curve fitted coefficients are presented in the

fifth column of Table 3.4 for the situation where the flat face of the D is at 10o to

the vertical axis. This particular position rvas chosen as the reference because the

field record (reproduced in Figure 3.13) had a static off- set of 10" in the torsionai

motion.

Physical parameters for the line are summarized in the last column of Table

3.5. The AE was prorated from the data given in the previous example and .H was

approximated frorn the available information for a mid - span sag. Parameters -R

and ,B1, on the other hand, were assumed as half the diameter (18.82 mm) of the

bare cable and zero, respectivel)'. Unfortunately, other properties were not available
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for this test line because an "additional mass, in the form of short, rveighted arms

attached to the conductor" was used in the test "to increase the torsional moment

of inertia of the test span." This addition was necessarJ¡ to obtain "a high amplitude

self excited galloping" (Edlrards and Madeyski 1956). Consequently, an iterative

procedure was used to determine plausible values of the previously unemployed

physical properties of the artificial, mass added, iced line. This procedure led to a

close simulation of the measured galloping response. Of course, these values can not

be chosen arbitrarily, but tliey must be determined appropriately by utilizing the

information of the conductor used in the field.

Galloping was obsen'ed at a u'ind speed, normal to the span) of about 4.1

m/sec so that the same value was employed in the simulation. The initial stability

analysis predicted the static profile to be unstable. For the assumed one loop per

span motion in the vertical and torsionai directions, the frequency ratio (rr \^/as

computed to be 1.07. Hence the limit cycles rn'ere investigated from the formulation

for the azlut: 1* case. The resulting stable cycle is shown in Figure 3.13 along

with the time integrated data. The two are in excellent agreement. It can aiso

be seen from the figure that the analytical predictions, containing only the fi.rst

order approximation, correlate well with the field measurements involving ail order

harmonics. The methodology has been found, yet again, to be useful in analyzing

the galloping of a full scale transmission line.
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3,7 Concluding FÙemarks

A 2 - DOF osciilator model has been deveioped in this chapter to anaiyze the

galloping of a transmission line conductor. Systematic procedures are outlined to

investigate its initiation as well as the limit cycles. The computation of a gallop-

ing motion by using averaging techniques has been shown to substantially reduce

computer time.

The model has been employed to simulate the galloping of iced lines. It is

shown to give plausible agreement rvith available comprehensive, but incomplete,

field data.
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Table 3.1

Steady state non - resonant oscillations.

No. At -tAz- .þt
_:_

,þ, Stability Conditions

1 WslW, w5 Zu^(r+ø1(ilröt) <o;

(ór+r)(2\+3w'6s)
+4U^€2 > 0

2 WnlWz We 2U-t, * br(ó" -l- r) < 0 ;

(1+ rót)(za, + 3w4as)
+4U.4 > 0

D
t) (2Wn - Ws)13W1 (2W" - W4)1314/2 Ws Wa A[;W7+MiW">0;

WzWa 10
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Table 3.2

Comparison of computed and analytical normalized natural frequencies for a

purely vertical motion for different À2.

(u)À':2and6

À2 No. Mode Normalized Frequency
Computed Analytical

2

1

2

D
t-)

4

5

D

{

8

S

A

S

A

S

A

S

A

1.07884

2.00011

3.00324

4.00018

5.00088

6.00025

7.00053

8.00033

1.0 7880

2.00000

3.003 i0

4.00000

5.00066

6.00000

7.00024

8.00000

t')

1

2

eù

4

5

u

7

8

S

A

S

A

S

A

S

A

L.2202L

2.00036

3.01012

4.00055

5.00268

6.00078

7.00162

8.00102

i.22009

2.00000

3.00969

4.00000

5.00202

6.00000

7.00073

8.00000
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^2
No. Mode Normalized Frequency

Computed Analytical

(b) À' : 20 and 60

1.60954

2.00000

3.03751

4.00000

5.00712

6.00000

7.00249

8.00000

60

1

2

tù

4

5

t)

I

8

A

S

S

A

S

A

S

A

2.00359

2.288 1 1

3.18593

4.00552

5.03i81

6.0078 1

7.0 1 705

8.01019

2,00000

2.29096

3.18194

4.00000

5.02555

6.00000

7.00817

8.00000

Note : S- : Symmetric ; A-- : Antisymmetric

S

A

S

A

S

A

S

A

i.60899

2.00119

3.0388 1

4.00184

5.00929

6.00259

7.00548

8.00339
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Table 3.3

Comparison of computed and analytical normalized natural frequencies for a

purely torsional motion.

No. Mode Normalized Frequency
Computed Analytical

1 S 1.00000 1.00000

2 A 2.00000 2.00000

Ðr) S 3.00000 3.00000

4 A 4.00000 4.00000

5 S 5.00000 5.00000

6 A 6.00000 6.00000

7 S 7.00000 7.00000

8 A 8.00000 8.00000
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Table 3.4

Quasi - steady, aerodynamic coefficients.

Coefficient Example 2 Ðxarnple 3 Exampie 4 Example 5

úal -2.3410 -0.6560 -0.6266 -0.2992

av2 0.0000 0.0000 -i.0961 0.4362

&v3 14.3660 7.8300 4.2368 0.2766

aot -0.4960 -0.1050 -0.0862 -0.4543

&ez 0.0000 0.0000 -0.3767 0. i 128

aoz 1.2650 9.3400 0.2882 0.2744
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Table 3.5

Physicai properties employed to simulate galloping.

Physical
Parameters

Span of a Transmission Line in
Example 4 Example 5

AE (106 ) N 29.7 1Ð trd.ù

GJ (N m2 / rad) 289.0 101.0

rr (103 N) 37.50 27.73

L, (^) 243.84 125.88

{, (10-') 0.400 0.083

{p (10-') 1.500 3.786

p(ks/*) 2.203 1.530

1 (ig-e kg m2 / m) 2.40r 57.020

Ss (10-3 kg m / m) -0.2864 0.5049

.9, (10-3 kg m / m) r.8726 -0.1454

È7Ð
tt)



Chapter 4

Finite Element Modelling of
Conductor Galloping

4.L Introduction

A finite element model is developed in this chapter to analyze the galloping of a multi

- span transmission line like the one shown in Figure 4.1. Overhead conductors are

modeled by employing 3 - node isoparametric cable elements, whereas insulator

strings and remote spans are represented by linear springs. The support towers are

considered rigid. Furthermore, the catenary profi.le of a transmission line is assumed

to be solely in the X -Y plane and an out-of-plane motion (i.e. in lhe Z direction

of Figure 4.1) is neglected on the basis of reported galloping records (Edwards and

Madeyski 1956).

Compared to the oscillator model, a finite element formulation has the addi-

tional capability to incorporate modal interactions, which are often observed in the

fie1d. Moreover, the modeliing of interactions between adjacent spans; different span

lengths; a variation in the wind speed as well as ice shape across conductor sparìs;

support towers with unequal heights (u'hen measured from a fixed horizontal axis)

at the conductor connection points are straightforrvard.

The formuiation is derived in an analogous waJ¡ to that presented previously for

the oscillator model. Results from the finite element model will be compared with

those obtained from the osciliator model. A three span transmission line will also

be analyzed to demonstrate tire advantages of tlie model.
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4.2 General Formulation

The transmission line shown in Figure 4.1is assumed to havezo nodal points. The

equations of motion are derived from the static configuration of the transmission

line by employing the variational principle (Bathe 1982). They take the form

lMl{q) + tcl{,i} + lKrl{q} : {r} , (4.1)

after applying the boundary conditions. Here lM),l1l and [K7] are the global // x.¡/

structural mass) damping and stiffness matrices, respectively, u'hich are formed by

employing the usual assembly procedure over ail the discretized elements. The {q}

and {f.}, on the other hand, are the global displacement and the external dynamic

load vectors, respectively. A dot superscript indicates differentiation with respect

to time, ú.

The static configuration of a transmission line subjected to ice and mean steady

wind loads can be computed (Desai et. al. 1988) iteratively by incrementing {q}

and modifying [K7] in the static equilibrium equation (i.e. equation (a.1) with

{q} : {q} : 0). Alternatively, if either the sag or the tension at the torver connection

points is known for every span, each having uniformly distributed static loads, the

exact static profile can be computed, span - wise, by soh'ing catenary equations

(Irvine i981).

The cable element, element mass) damping and stiffness matrices as well as the

external ioad vector are derived in tire following subsections.

4,2.L The three - node cable element

A conductor cable is divided into a number of three - node isoparametric elements.

Each cabie element is referred io fixed global X, )'' axes and the initial intrinsic coor-

dinate, ^9, in the manner illustrated in Figure a.2@). By denoting the displacements
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in the X and Y directions to be [/ and I/, respectively, and the rotation about ^9 to

be d, the element nodal dispiacement vector, {q"}, it defined as

{q'} : ({q'} {qr} {q"})' (4 2)

The global coordinates and the displacements of a reference cross

rotation (see Figure 4.2(b)) are given, respectively, by

and

ó

< X \, tt: Ð ¡¡," 1 Xt" l,x )r
È:1

<uv0>r:[¡ú]{q"i

where the parabolic shape functions, y'y'¡, are described as

252 3^ç
_-I I

L"' L. 
ra

452 45
I-

L"' ' L.
252 .917-iN3:

tlere .L" is the length of the element. Moreover, the shape function matrix,

[¡r] : [¡/rl/r] ¡¿r[1sl Nr[Ir]l

where 113] is the 3 x 3 identiiy matrix.

4.2.2 Consistent mass matrix for the

where

{ø01 :a U¡ V¡" 0," >' Iç : !,2,3.

A typical cross section of an iced conductor is shown in

displacernents tr, u,ta at a point P in the locaI æ,3r and

1uu.>r:[á]l/gl{q"}

/o

(4 3)

section's axis of

(4.4)

(4 5)

¡i1

N2

(4.6 )

[1/], is

(4 7)

cable element

Figure 4.2(b) where the locai

z directions, respectively, are

(4-8)



The local to global transformation

[Á] :

Let the [p] b" defi.ned as

where p(y,") is the density

of a typical iced-conductor

of the symmetric matrix [¡r]

þtJ : ltz,z -- lt

ltz,s : -Ss

þs,s: Ia

lu): lo,p lAl" lA) dA (4.10)

per unit volume over the total cross sectionai area, 47,

shape in the g - z plane. Then the non - zero elements

are

t pd'A
JAr

- lo,Pz d'A

lo,o @' + z2) dA

matrix, [,4], is described by

[10 ol
l0 7 -z I

f o o al
(4-e)

Ice build-up is usually distributed non uniformly along a conductor's iength. Con-

sequently, the mass density, p,, the first rnass moment of area about the g axis,

^9r, and the mass moment of inertia, Is, var:" along the 5 axis. If the respective

nodal values are input (from equation (4.11)) as pkt^9oo and 16¿, from tlie parabolic

representation, expression

ó

< tt So I, >r: Ð ¡úfr 1 þt" Syt" Iro )'
È=1

(4.12)

is obtained. By follorving the standard finite element procedure (Zienkiewicz Ig79),

the element consistent mass matrix takes the integral form

(4 11)

(4.13)

(4.6), (4.7)

is given in

lM'): lo"' ïu)'[p] I¡/l ds

Elements of lA,[") are integrated explicitly after substituting equations

and (4.10) through (4.12) in equation (a.13). The explicit form of llV"l

Appendix B.
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4.2.3 Stiffness matrix for the cable element

The element stiffness matrix, lKr"), is derived directly in the giobal coordinate

system. Hence, the computational effort necessary for the usual, member to global

transformation is avoided advantageously. The [K7"] is decomposed into

lKr"l: lK"l + lK".l i lK");"" (4.r4)

where [/{"] and lKo"l arc the usual elastic and the initial stress (or geometric)

stiffness matrices, respectiveiy. Furthermore, lK');"" is the stiffness matrix due to

the eccentric ice weight, which is linearized in the vicinity of the static profi.le of a

conductor. It is presented in Appendix B. Details of the computation of [K"] and

[1(""] are given in the following subsections.

4.2.3.L Computation of [K"]

The strain, {.}, and the stress, {ø}, vectors for a cable, which can deform axiallS'

as well as torsionally, are

{.}t

{o}

The e, is the Lagrangian strain along ,5

. _ ax au r Ô\'ðv-"- ASAS ÔSAS

for a cable lying solely in the global X

other hand is simply

1€.s ¡ eelT

[D]{e} + {"0}

(4.i5)

(4.16)

(Desai et. al. 1988) such that

+;[(#)'-' (#)']

- F plane. The torsional strain,

(1.17)

e6, on the

Ô0
trq-;=

ob
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Furthermore, the elasticity matrix, [D], and the initial stress vector, {ø¡} in equation

(4.16), are

wlrere A,E and GJ are the area, Young's elasticity moduius and the torsional

rigidity of tire bare conductor cable, respectively. The 7 and M, on the other hand,

are the static tension and twisting moment. Furthermore, 81 in equation (a.19)

is an axial- torsional coupiing parameter whose significance has been outlined by

McConell and Chang 1986.

By following the geometrically nonlinear cable element formulation detailed

earlier by Desai et. al. 1988, the strain-displacement relationship matrix, [B], can

be obtained as

lBl: [[81] [B'] [83]l (4.2r)

lD)

{oo}'

where

[BO] : IHff
Superscript * in the last equation

Figure a.2þ) and, furthermore,

lK'l:
Elements of lK') are presented

1
ÀA

1

A

ôY" ôN¡
as ôs

0

refers to

AE B, 'l

81 GJ)

T, M}

l---
deformed

(4.1e)

(4.20)

L,2,3. (4.22)

confrguration shown in

0
ôN¡
ôs

the

<X-l'->?:<XY>r + <flV>r e.n)

The element stiffness matrix, [K"], is computed explicitly in t]re globai coordinate

system as

lB), lD) lBl ds

ly in Appendix B.

(4.24)
1L'

J"A
explicit
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4.2.3.2 Computation of [K""]

The element geometric stiffness matrix,

procedure, as

lL'
Lx".l: 

Jo

where

[K""], i' given, by adopting the standard

lcl" [,e] lcl ds (4.25)

IG]

IcrJ

lrl

[[c'] lczl

ffrar
T [1."]

Ic3]l

,k:71213

and

The lK,'] is

(Zienkiewicz

4.2.4 Modelling of remote spans and support - insulator
strings

Remote spans are modeled as linear static springs, Ks7,in the X direction as shown

in Figure 4.1. The Ks7 is added to the diagonal entry (in the assembled matrix [ft])

which corresponds to the [/ displacement of the sirnply supported, tower hardware

to conductor connection point. By follorving the formulation of Veletsos and Darbre

1983, K5a is computed from

0 0l
I1 o I (4.26)

0 0l
a two - point Ga,uss quadrature formula

[K""] ir presented again in Appendix B.

1 L , po2L,3

Ku: AE -r rz["

l-r
¡r',1 : I o

Io
approximated by empioying

1979). The explicit form of

(4.27)

rvhere L and L* are the effective and horizontal span lengths of the iced conductor

cable between adjacent towers, respectively. The pu, or the other hand, is the total
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vertical load intensity and H(: T axü) is the horizontal

tension.

The support insulator string, which is considered to

bar (pin connected to the towet's arm), is also modeled as

in the X direction. The K¡ contributes to the diagonal

with the corresponding U displacement. It is (N{athur et.

2(€¡rrt, - €nr,or¡
(ror' - urtz)

component of the static

be a single, vertical rigid

a linear static spring, K¡,

stiffness term associated

al. 1987)

K,: f(ø + ry) Ø28)

u'here lhe Lt and Wt are the length and weight of the insulator string, respectively.

n 2€*r,¡"r,¡",
Yxt:;, tL! 

(u¡"1* u¡2)

4.2.5 Formulation of the global damping matrix, [C]

Modelling of structural damping is very difficuit due to insufficient damping data.

Knowledge of damping in as many natural vibration modes as possible is cer-

tainly desired for a more realistic formulation. Unfortunately, field measurements

of conductor damping has been lirnited to only the lowest frequency, purely verti-

cal (plunge) and solely torsional motions (e.g. Nigol and Clarke L974). Then the

elements c¿,¡ of the structural damping matrix are approximated, by assuming mass

and stiffness proportional Rayleigh damping (Clough and Penzien 1975), as

c;,j : p,"r*¿,t I Ên2lr7¿,¡ ,i > j

L.. L. ;
J tL '1J

(4.2e)

The syrnbolic subscript k takes the value y when i f \n,'¡z: L,2,3,... ,3 X no, and

d when i : 3n. TIre m¿,¡ ard ky¿,¡ are elements of the structural mass and stiffness

matrices, respectiveiy. The Þ4 and 0*2 in equation (4.29) are computed from

(4.30)n_
Pkz
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vyhere €ti and €t, ut" the measured damping ratios for two ,b modes having the re-

spective natural frequencies ar¡1 and u¡2. lf. {*, ut. not measurcd, B¡, are considered

to be zero in equation (4.29) and B¡", are simply

7ot :2tntrn, (4.31)

Alternatively, if the damping terms per unit length of cable are knorvn, then a

consistent matrix [C] can be computed by assembling the eiement matrices , lC').

These [C"] are identical to lArI") except that the elements of [p] used in equation

(4.13) are nour replaced by analogous, per unit iength, damping terms.

4.2.6 Formulation of the external load vector, {.F}

The aerodynamic loads acting on conductors prone to galloping are quite different

from the conventional loads encountered in structural dynamics problems. They

depend nonlineariy upon the geometry of the iced conductor and the reiative angle of

the u'ind's attack to the conductor, a. The c at a typical cross section is determined

from equations (3.24) and (3.25) as

^ 1(ne + lt\a: o _ tan-, 
\_ ," )

1,sa È a-t-5a'

82

(4.32)

rvhere U" is the mean wind speed and -R is the characteristic radius. The last term

in the above expression \ryas approximated in the previous chapter by considering

the first term in the Taylor series expansion of the inverse tangent function so that

closed form answers could be derived. Howeve¡, this first term approximation may

give erroneous results, especiall),\r¡hen 1Ae +Ill > 0.6t1. for which the error in the

computation of a itself is more than 10%. In order to reduce the error, the next

terrn in the Taylor series is included here in the expression for a so that



Tlre above equation set will be used in the averaging process whereas equation (4.32)

will be employed in the time integration.

The aerodynamic vertical force, Q, and moment, Al[s, per unit conductor iength

are obtained from the derivation presented in section 3.2.4.2 as

(4.33)

(4.34)

(4.35)

Fa:

Il[e =

1

2Pair
1

2Pair

(J2,"t d Co@)

(Jz,"t d2 Ce(")

wh.ere poi,,d and C¿,i: A,d are the density of air, the diameter of bare conductor

and the load coefficients, respectively. Moreover, the relative u'ind speed is obtained

AS

f|2,.rxU'z,+(V+Rl)'z (4.36)

from equations (3.24) and (3.26). The aerodynamic force component in the X

direction is negiected on the basis of the usually shallou' catenary profi.1e (rnid -

span sag to span ratio ( 0.03 ) of a typical transmission line. (The projected area

in the Y - Z plane is negligible for a shallow catenary.)

The C; at discrete a are determined from quasi - steady, wind tunnel experi-

ments on iced conductor samples (e.g. see Figure 3.3). The discrete C; themselves

can be used, in the time integration process, after scaling a such that the origin

a : 0 (shown by a '*'in Figures 3.3 and 3.5) corresponds to the static equilibrium.

An interpolation can then be employed to dete¡mine C¿ at any intermediate a.

In the present work, cubic polynomials

C;: a¿1a i a¿za2 * a¿za3 ; i: g,0 (4.37)

are employed to expedite the computation. The a¿j,j:7,2,3 are obtained from a
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least square curr¡e fit to the experimental data. The constant terms a¿s àrê omitted

in equation $.37) because they are utilized in the formation of the static loads.

Having C;,lhe element consistent load vector, {Fu}, can be computed from

{F"} : lo"" lwl' < o Fo It[6 )r ds (4.38)

At ieast 5 Gauss points are needed to integrate {.F"} due to the a3 terms and

the possible variation in U" along ,9. Hence, it is very expensive computationaily,

especialiy in the time integration, to form {F} by assembling element {.F"} at each

time step. Consequently, a iumped load vector is employed in this formulation. It

is assembled from the element lumped load vectors

T,

{F"}: î .o Fo, IVIet 0 2Fs2 2Mez 0 4, IltI¡s )r (4.3e)

wlrere Foo,ll[er,lc : 1,2,3 ate the load and mornent intensities at the kth node of

the element.

4.3 Stability Analysis of the Static Configura-
tion

The siability analysis of the static configuration (also termed as the initial stability

analysis) is the first significant step in tlie investigation of galloping. Oscillations

rvill most probably be sustained if the static configuration is unstable. An unstable

static configuration is generall5' cailed the initiation phase of galloping.

In order to investigate the initiation of galloping, the 1/ dynamic equilibrium

equations (4.1) are linearized first as

ltvl){q} + [cn]{q} + lKr){q}: {o}

lcl + [c")

84
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lKt) : [K7]+lK") (4.4r)

(4.43)

The [C"] and lK") stem from the linearization of t]re aerodynamic loads. They are

forrned by assembiing the iinearized element load vecto, {Fz"}, where

{F"") : lc"'l{ù"} + lK""l{q"} (4.42)

Elements of [C"'] and [K""] are presented in Appendix B.

The homogeneous equations (4.40) are given a small exponential perturbation

and the eigenvalues of the resulting characteristic matrix [,9"], where

ls.l : l0l t/l I
-[m]-,1x") -lMl-'lcr) ) ,

are computed. Here [0] and [/] are the l/ x l/ nuil and identitJ' matrices, respectively.

If all the eigenvalues of [^9"] have a negative real part, the static configuration is

stable. On the other hand, if any eigenvalue has a positive real part, galloping

may be initiated in a predominantly oscillatory mode whose approximate frequency

is given by the eigenvalue's imaginary part. The zero real part in an eigenvalue

indicates that the initial equilibrium becomes stable, in that particular mode, from

an unstable state and vice versa.

It may be noted here that the structural damping matrix lC] is usuallS' s6n-

structed from free vibration, amplitude decay curves of a few low frequency (0.1 to

1.0 Hz) modes. Hence, the amount of damping employed may be too low in the high

frequency (>> 1 Hz) modes. Consequently, the initial stability analysis may pro-

duce erroneousl¡' unstable, high frequency modes. Therefore the eigenvalues should

be checked only for those modes u'hose frequencies are lorver than a "cut - off "

frequency, say 3 Hz.

Periodic solutions are investigated next for ilie iniiially unstable, static conflg-

uration.
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4.4 Lirnit Cycle Analyses

4.4.L Computation of limit cycles

By considering the dynamic equilibrium equations (4.1) to be weakly nonlinear, the

time averaging schemes detailed in Chapter 2 are applied again to approximate

the periodic solutions. These schemes transform the nonlinear equations of motion

into equivalent static nonlinear equations, the solutions of which correspond to the

amplitudes and phase differences of the probable limit cycles. Because there is a

need to solve only the static equations, computational effort is reduced many fold

compared to that needed for the time integration process. The comparative CPU

times will be discussed in the section containing several numerical examples.

In order to apply averaging methods, equations (4.1) are transformed to ihe

principal coordinate system, n;, by employing the eigenfunction matrix [@] of the

undamped, free oscillatory system t tM{A} + lXr){q} : {0}. The resulting

equations are

NP

i; * u;zq; : Fr, - Ð"î,t"rtp , i:I,2,.'.No, No < -¡'/,
h=1

(4 44)

rvhere
fL?

Fn, : Ð (dr,r¡-t Fo¡ I
J=!

Here zo and 1úo are the total number of nodal

coordinates, respectively. The Ó;,¡ anà ci,¡, on

and [C-], respectively, where

ó;,s¡ lr,[st) (4.45)

points and the number of principal

the other hand, are elements of [/1

{q} : ló){q}

l/l : lól'[]vI)ió)

TAlternatively, the eigenfunctions of [M]{q} + lKtl{q} = {0} can also be employed if the

resulting ui are real. Of course, -F, and ll[a will need modification then because the Ìoad tetms,
which are linear in a, are contained already in [Kt).
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The [1] is the /% x 
^L 

identity matrix and lf)] is the diagonal matrix of the squared

natural frequencies, ui2 , of free undamped vibrations.

Having computed ø¿, the resonant modes are distinguished from the non-

resonant modes by identifying frequencies that satisfy equation (2 4) The Kryloi'-

Bogoliubov (KB) technique is then applied to the modified equations

Np

no I ,i'nn : Fr, Ðrî,t"rtn + (rî'-w¿2)T¿ , i:!,2,...Np, (4'47)
/c=1

u'here uî : u¡ for the non - resonant modes (by follorving the classical KB method),

and ui : ui * O(e) for the resonant modes (from Galerkin's method) as expiained

in the two previous chapters. Furthermore, ui are expressed in terms of a common,

l:tt unlenotln frequency u- for the resonant modes.

Periodic solutions of equations (a.a7) are assurned to take the form

lCIl

tc-l

n{t)

v¿(¿)

lólrïKrlló)

ld'[c)ló]

A¿(ú)cos ü¿

uit + tb;(t)

(4 46)

(4.50)

(4.51)

where ,{(ú) and ttrr¿(ú) are defined such that

rt¿

i; cos l[¿

Substitution of equations (4.48) and (a.a9) into equation

coupled equation sets in -4¿ and riì¿, rnhich are given by

-A;ui sin V¿

,4;rii¿ sin ü¿

(4.48)

(4.4e)

(4.47) resuits in two un-

A;ui : F¡,

^]A;'tþ¿u; : Í,þ,

lou@? -,;')cos ü¿ -
lo,@i - ,i\cos v¿ -

F,,

Fn,
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Equations (4.50) and (4.51) are averaged by integrating them with respect to time, ú,

and by treating A¿(t) and rþ¿(t) 
"s 

constants. The resulting2 No averaged equations

are

Ft, : ;5L å l,' ¡o"t i -,;')cos ü; - F,,- 4,] sin ü¿ dú (4.58)

Tr,, : ;,1x å lr' lo,@: -,i\cos'ilr¿ - F,,- 4,] cos tÍ¿ dú . (4.54)

By substituting equation (4.52) in equations (4.53) and (4.54), expressions

F,¿, : -l* + l^' fÉ ry;l sinü¿ dt_ yþ,r,-At"ui.o",þp¿
t+æ J Jo t= 

I ,tc=ll1=! 
,i:rrzr...rNo (4.55)

Fr,: --rim:[' lË*,.l cosrr¿dú-f *-- -^ ' :-,
:* 

t uu Lj=r 'j 
cuÞ:ciú{' - *t-T"n'o 

Aku* srntp¡¿

+4" 2' -2t 1, 2,. . . , No (4.56)ç\ul-u; ) ,L:

are formed where

FJ, : Lre"r, u,¡' d'¡ ¡arol * ias{ - 6-":{o'X + 6. ia1 r¡a

after manipulation. The i ranges from 1 through ÄIo rvhereas

^bF.; : Ð "î,o 
An ui sin ü¡ .

h=7

ö;,s¡-, t oo, I Ó;,s¡ 
t aso

--ltt - 9;

dj ,P : I,2,3

and

lifai
0ifooi
1 ifais
0 ifais

wk

Tuk
considered
considered

to be iarge
to be small

(4.52)

,, ì-if
(4.57)

(4.58)

(4.5e)

{'u,", 
*

too :

t9n; :

:{

I
I

6¿r

Cud
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Here[1,¡, il¡ and 0¡ arc the wind speed, the reference dimension and the structural

rotation at the jth node, respectively, whereas Z¿ and $, indicate the averaged

amplitude and time shift, respectively, of the ¿th mode. The ia* and ias, arc

computed from

;- /L^+L-\ ; ara,kp : 
lT) 

t"* ;le :g,0; p:7,2,3 i i:I,2,'..,T1p, (4.61)

wlrere L,n and -L, indicate the length of the adjacent r¿th and nth eiement, respec-

tively, to which j (j + 2,4,6,...) it the common node. Il i : 2,4,6,... , then

L* : Ln : tr" : length of the element for which j is the middle node. Equation

(4.57) is derived by substituting equations (4.33) through (4.37) into equation (4.45)

and expanding the resulting equation, up to cubic order, in terms of the a¡ and at¡.

They can be simplified further to the form

N,
a¡ : Ð (C:,cos ü, + St-sin rI.)

n=7
N"

a'j : -ÐSt"sinü.
n=1

u'here

(4.62)

(4.63)

Cr" : An ön,sj

ci Anuå' r oSt" : 
,. 

(R¡ Ó-'z¡ I Ó''s¡-t) (4.64)

The -R¡ in the above equation represents the characteristic radius at the jth node.

It can be seen from equations (4.55), (4.56), (4.57), (4.62) and (4.63) that the

infinite integration of products of terms linear, quadratic and cubic in a;; cubic

in a/,i and 0¡a'1, with sinÜ; as well as cosÜ¿. are required recursively at each jth

node, for everyith mode. (If a¡ is considered small, integrations of the 0¡a'| and a']

terms are not required.) These integrations are derived explicitly in Appendix C.

Once the integrals are computed, equations (4.55) and (4.56) have 1úo unknown

ainplitudes 7;; and an additional (rn -I) unknowntime shiftsT/, plus a common,
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unlcnoun frequency ø-, when m ort of ¡/o modes resonate. (The time shift for

the lowest frequency mode in the resonance is set arbitrarily to zero, as discussed

in Chapter 2.) Hence, the total number of unknowns ranges from llo, when all

modes are non - resonant, to No f rn, when rn modes resonate. The (Np - *)

extra F,7,, equations, which correspond to the (/ür - rrz) non - resonant modes, are

not used in the solution process. Instead, they are employed to calculate the first

order corrections to the frequencies of the non - resonant modes, after computing

(¡f"+rn) unknowns from - Ne number of.F¡, and m number of.F^¡, equations - a

total of (¡f" + rrr.) nonlinear, simuì.taneous equations. These (¡f" + rn.) equations are

solved numerically by emploJ'rng the II\{SL routine ZSPOW (IMSL Library 1984)

ri'hich utilizes a variant of Neu'ton's method. The step-by-step solution procedure

to compute a limit cycle is summarized below.

1. Perform free vibration analysis to compute eigenvalues and eigenvectors.

2. Select /y'o natural modes of vibration to give [CI], [d] and [C-] such that ø1

tÐ2

3. Identify resonant modes by employing equation (2.4) and determine the inter-

nal resonance type from the frequency ratios ,jlr¿, unlu¿, ..., where ø¿ is

the lowest frequency in the resonance group.

4. Give an initial guess for all ã¿ amplitudes. Furthermore, for the resonating

modes, assume ,þn : 0 and ø- equals the lorvest frequency in the resonance

group. The initial guess forÃ¿ sliould be obtained, whenever possible, from the

solutions computed from the oscillator modei. If the oscillator model cannot

be employed for a specific anall.sis, estimate peak amplitudes by analyzing

each mode separatel¡', with the initial Zt : (0.S to 1) x sag. Employ the 7¿

so obtained as the initial guess u'hen modes are considered simultaneousl¡'. [f

the solution still does not converge, tr1' a different guess.
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Note : There may not be steady state solution for certain parameter values.

Thus, if a solution does not converge even after trying several initial guesses,

a time marching scheme should be employed to investigate the response.

5. Invoke the IMSL routine ZSPOW which refers repeatedly to the algorithm

that computes Àro number oLF¡, from equations (4.55) and rn number of.F,¡,

fronr equations (4.56), to soh'e (No+rn) unknowns by forming a fresh gradient

matrix for each iteration. If the solution does not converge, return to step 4

and use a different initial guess. Otherwise perform a stability analysis for the

converged solution.

4.4.2 Stability analysis of a limit cycle

The stability of a iimit cycle computed in the previous section is determined by em-

ploying equations (2.25) and (2.26), rvhich can be formed by linearizing 1úo number

of (a.55) and rn number of (a.56) equations, in the vicinity of the limit cycle. Partial

differentiations appearing in equations (2.25) and (2.26) are approximated as

* : -1- í(-r)n*'Fr.lôA¡ 2L"u; f;j\ 
- ^'lo,=À,*(_r¡r+r4o

ai, : , ,' Ë(-r)r*, Fr,lôrþo 2L,¡,u; f'^\ 
- 

^tl,þr=,þr*(-r¡;+r6"

-:-yj : --1-É(-r)'*'¡r,l0A¡ 2A,"u¡A¡ /-.' ' rJ 
l,a*=¿*41-r¡;+r4"

ø:
Arþ. 2L,,¡a¡ A¡ n"-r' 

/ vr j.4,*=¡^*1-r7r*, o*

(4 65)

(4.66)

(4.67)

(4.68)

Numerical values of Ao and A¿, taken as 0.01 and 0.001 respectivelS', were found

satisfactory after trying several alternative numbers. The F¿, andF,¡,, are computed

at the limit cycle by perturbing quantities 43, ,þ*, An and þn by the amount shorvn
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in these equations. A (/úr *rn)x (l/r+ rn) characteristic matrix [S"] is constructed

from equations (4.65) ihrough (4.68) such that

ôÃ,
-c"r ôA¡

_l
ôA¿

s";,1tun +o¡ : 
ôrþ^

_i_

0'þ,
"c(Jvp+ j),À 

0 A*
L

6"1to*r'¡,1tr'**¡ : 
#, i : L,2, "',m, TL : !,2, "',rn

,,i:I,2,...,ÀL ; j :I,2,...,No

, i : 1,,2r... rNp i It : Ir2r... rrn

, j :L,2,...,m i lc : I,2,...,No

(4.6e)

(4.70)

(4.71)

(4.72)

The signs of the real parts of the eigenvalues of [.9"] will determine the stability of

the limit cycie. When ,, + 0,, one eigenvalue will be always zero because all the

4:¡ arc measured with respect to the reference mode. (Refer to Chapter 2 for mo¡e

details.) If all other eigenvalues have negative real parts, the limit cycle will be

stable.

4.5 Time Integration
Equatiorrs

of Dynarnic Equilibriurn

Galloping frequencies are usually 0.1 to 3 Hz (Transmission line reference book 1979).

Hence, it may be futile to consider high frequency modes in the time integration.

Consequently, time integration is performed on the sub-space equations to reduce

computational effort.

In order to perform time integration, the dynamic equilibrium equations (4.1)

are transformed to a set in the sub-space as

(4.73)

{F-} : töl'{F}
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and {a} , [/] , [fl] and [C-] are given in equations (4.46). The straightforward

extension of the algorithm presented in section 3.5 results in the following time

marching scheme.

At time ú: 0 :

Tlre iniiial {Z}o and {7}s are known. Then, for the first time siep (i.e. t : Lt

where Af is the time step), the following formulae are employed

{,ì}o, : {þr't,+ ($rir - rot) {z}. + (frrrr - rc-l) {r},]

(4.75)

,
{z}o' : ft({r}"' - {,7}o) - {4}. Ø.76)

For the subsequent time steps t:2L,t, 3A¿ , ... ,t* Lt z

{,t},+o, : ^* UF-}, * (fin te¿l) tql, þ{r},-o, - tc'l{?},]

(4.77)

1

{l}'*o' : 
^r(3{n}r+", 

- a{q}, * {'l}'-¡') (4.78)

The {q} at time ú can be obtained frorn equation (4.46). This algorithm will be

employed to validate the results obtained from the averaging methods.

4.6 Modular Software Fackage for the Finite El-
eûrent Analyses

A modular softrvare package has been developed in FORTRAN 77 to in'i'estigate

different phases of the analyses. Tire modular package, with links to the computer

code for the oscillator model, can be an effective design tool, as mentioned in the

first chapter. The interconnections between different rnodules of the software are

shown in Figure 4.3, whereas tasks performed by each moduie are summarized next.
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4.6.L Tasks performed by individual modules

Module 1-. Static analysis

The static profile of a transmission line under the combined efects of dead weight,

ice and mean wind loads is computed in this module. The global [Kr) and llt[)

are formed for the equilibriurn configuration and then stored in an auxiliary file.

If damping terms per unit length are input to the module, lC] is constructed too.

Unless damping terms are modified, the module is executed just once for the given

structural data.

Module 2. Aerodynamic loads

This module assigns the nodal intensities for the aerodynamic data obtained from

the information supplied at the selected nodes. Once the first module has been

executed, th.is module can be invoked whenever the load distribution or rvind speeds

are varied in a parametric investigation.

Module 3. Initial stability analysis

The initiation phase of galioping is investigated here. If [C] is constructed already,

the eigenvalues of the stability matrix given in equation (a.a3) are computed from

data available already from the previously executed modules. Further analyses can

be suspended if the initial profile is found to be stable.

Module 4. Free response analysis

The first few lowest frequency modes of the undamped, free vibrator¡' system are

analyzed in this module by employing the subspace iteration scheme (Bathe 1982).

A Rayleigh damping matrix [C] is also constructed if the damping ratios in a few

modes are input. The matrix of mode shapes, the natural frequencies and the

normalized [C-] are stored on an auxiliary device for subsequent analyses.

Module 5. Limit cycle analysis

Periodic or quasi - periodic galloping oscillations are computed here for the specified
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modes by employing averaging methods. This module is extremely important from

a computational viewpoint 'n'hen the initial equilibrium is unstable.

Module 6. Stability of limit cycles

The stability of a limit cycle computed from the averaging methods is investigated

in this module. There are se\¡erai alternatives available at this juncture for further

analyses, as indicated in Figure 4.3.

Module 7. Time integration

The finite difference algorithm developed earlier is employed here to integrate the

equations of motion. The initial time conditions can be obtained from the limit

cycle analyses. A restarting feature is also available in the program.

Module 8. Time history

This moduie is essentially for post processing. Its scope has been confrned to com-

pute the time history for each giobal displacement component by transforming back

the modal responses obtained from the previous analyses.

The tasks of the modules and the use of the software will be explained further

in the section containing the illustrative examples.

4.6.2 Verification of the sof,bware package

Each moduie of the software was verifled by employing the test examples described

belou'.

Tlre formulation of.lK7) and [M] was verified for a transmission line span by

comparing the natural frequencies of the first eight, in-plane as well as torsional

modes, with those available analyticallJ'. The test data employed in the verification

of the oscillator model described in section 3.6.1 were utilized for consistency. Thus,

ihe in-plane frequencies were computed for four different values of the flexibility

parameter, .12. The normalized computed frequencies are presented, not only for the
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in-plane, but also for the torsional modes in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. A total

of ten, three - node cable elements was used in each case. It can be seen from the

tables that there is close agreement for all cases bets'een the computed and analytical

frequencies, especially in the fundamental symmetrical (S) and antisymmetrical (A)

modes. (Computed mode shapes were also in good agreement witÌr the analytical

mode shapes given by equations (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) ) Even for relatively high

frequency in-plane and torsional modes, the maximum deviation from the analytical

values was only 2.8 %. (This deviation occurred for the eighth in-plane mode when

À2 : 60.) In fact better results, having a maximum error less than 0.3 % in the

eighth mode, were obtained rvhen the number of elements was increased to twenty.

Of course, tu'enty elements 'were computationally more demanding. Indeed, the

computational burden u'ill increase exponentially, especiaily for a multi-span line

and, furthermore, each subsequent phase of analyses will be affected detrimentally

due to the increased number of global variables. Hence, only ten cable elements will

be utilized per span in the illustrative examples to foliow.

Modules, which analyze the initial stability, limit cycles and stability of the limit

cycles, were verified most conveniently, for a va¡iety of parameters by linking a small

program which substituted the structural matrices and load data from the oscillator

model directly to modules 3, 4 and 5. It was assumed that data corresponded to

a dead - ended span having merely one cable element witl't L.:2. Resuits for the

co-centric square prism section were chosen as a basis of comparison because the

giobal variables are then themselves principal coordinates. The output from each

module was checked for several previously employed, frequency ratios, c,.,,. Analytical

predictions and the results computed from the algorithms developed for the finite

element procedures were in excellent agreement. Tiris type of parametric checking

was very useful, particularly in assessing the accuracy of the computation of the

infinite integrals in the context of the averaging process. Furthermore, the adopted
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procedure can also be used to investigate the resonant motion of the oscillator model

when uzlut - 2t, for which the averaged equations were not derived explicitly.

Modules are validated further in the following section in whicir the galloping of

full scale conductor spans are simulated.

4.7 Examples and Discussion

The accuracy and advantages of the finite element procedures are demonstrated

by employing three iiiustrative examples. Use of the modular software package is

explained in ihe first example where non - resonating oscillations are considered for

a span of an iced transmission line. A field record of a resonating one loop per span

galloping motion, on the other hand, is simulated in the second example where the

effects of large angle of attacks are also exanr.ined. Finally, the galioping of a three

span line is investigated in the third example. The abilities of the fi.nite element

procedures to incorporate interaction effects, rvhich are observed commonly in the

field, are also demonstrated.

4.7.L Example 1. Non - resonant oscillations of a span of
an iced transmission line

Galloping motions of a one span line ernployed in the fourth example of the pre-

vious chapter are analS'zed here by using the finite element procedures. Physical

parameters for this line have been presented in the second column of Table 3.5. The

line was assumed to have the uniform iced conductor ctoss section shown in Figure

3.a (a). Curve fitted, aerodynamic coefficients for this section are tabulated in the

fourth column of Table 3.4.

The static profi.le of the span under the action of self weight, ice load and a
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mean lift force due to a steady wind of 4.! mf sec is shown in Figure 4.4. The static

configuration 'was obtained from module 1 by solving the catenary equation. Ten,

3-node cable elements wele then employed in the module to discretize the span so

that tlie total number of nodes was 21, with node numbers 1 and 21 representing

the left and right supports, respectively, as shown in the frgure. Node 11 is at the

mid - span whereas nodes 6 and 16 are located at the quarter spans from the left

and the right hand supports, respectively. The span was analyzed for both simpiy

supported (SS) as well as dead - end (DE) tSrpe displacement boundary conditions.

The only difference between the boundary conditions for a SS and DÐ support is

that the Iongitudinal DOF is retained in the form.er case. Thus, coupling rvith the

adjoining spans can be investigated r¡'ith a SS boundary condition in which the

effective stiffness of the adjoining spans and support insulator strings are computed

from equations (4.27) and (4.28). Horvever, a typical insulator string (with tr¡ :

2.I m and W7= 490 N) was found to alter the response by less than 0.5 % for the

given parameters.

Aerodynamic load data were assigned to each finite element node from module

2. Due to the assumed uniform ice shape and wind speed along the span, all nodes

have identical data.

A modal analysis u'as performed in module 4 for the [K7] and [M] computed

in the rnodule 1. Because the global structural matrices need recomputation v'hen

support conditions change, both the static as well as tire free response analysis

modules rÃ/ere executed twice to analyze the SS span in the first case and the DE

span in the latter situation. (Subsequent analyses \¡¡ere also repeated to investigate

the influence of the support conditions.) Rayleigh damping matrix was constructed,

for the selected nurnbe¡ of free vibration modes, from equations (4.29) and (4.31).

Required values of 0n, were computed frorn the available damping ratios, {, and

de, ir the first fundamental vertical and torsional modes, respectively. As a result,
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the damping employed in the high frequency modes might have been lower than the

damping actually present. Hou'ever, in the absence of damping information, the [C]

thus constructed was employed in the analyses.

The initiation of galloping was investigated by using module 3. The static

profi.le of the conductor was found to be unstable for both support conditions, at

the assumed wind speed of 4.1 m/sec.

Limit cycles and their stability \4rere analyzed in modules 5 and 6, respectively,

for the parameters causing instability. Analyses were performed for non - tesonant,

uni - modal vibrations in tire first as well as in the second iowest frequency modes.

The initial guess for the amplitude rvas obtained from the solutions computed by

using the oscillator model. Several other initial guesses were employed too and they

all gave the identical periodic solution for the chosen. mode. (Note that the initial

equilibrium (A, = 0) is also a solution of the averaged equations. Hence, for trial

amplitudes whose values are small, the converged solution may correspond to the

initial equilibrium, which will then be found to be unstable from the stability analysis

of the limit cycle.) The ensuing stable vertical amplitudes at the mid - span, for the

first mode of the SS span, and at the quarter span, for the second mode, are shownin

Figures 4.5 and 4.6, respectively. (A small torsional motion with ampiitude below

2" also accompanied tlie vertical motion in both cases due to inertial coupling.)

These responses were obtained from module 8 after transforming back the modal

amplitudes to the global displacement components by employing equation (4.46).

Analogous one and two loops per span responses from the oscillator modei and the

responses computed from the time integration (module 7) of the transformed but

unadulterated equations (4.73) are also presented in the figures. It can be seen

that there is excellent agreement between the three responses computed by different

means. The maximum angie of attack occurring during one cycle of oscillation was

also found to be in close agreement. Thus the computations from the finite element
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representation of a span validated reciprocally the predictions of the oscillator model.

However, a response computed from the time integration process consumed hours of

CPU time rvhereas the averaging procedure consumed only a couple of minutes on a

SUN SPARC station 1. Furthe¡more, the computational effort to obtain a periodic

solution in the time iniegration process was found to depend critically upon the

initial (assumed) conditions. Therefore, the advantages of the averaging process in

a parametric study can be envisaged easily.

While peak galloping amplitudes are showri. in Figures 4.5 and 4.6, the spatial

variation of the amplitudes involving one as well as a two loops per span longitudinal

and vertical motion are compared in Figure 4.7 lor the SS and DE spans. It can

be observed from Figure a.7 þ) that the end support condition does not affect

the antisymmetrical, two loops per span oscillation. The reason is clearly visible

from Figure a.7 (d). Both ends have moved equally, by a small amount, in the

same direction in the SS span so that the net change in tension is zero. It has

been proven analytically (Irvine 1981) that the net change in tension is zero for

any antisymmetrical in-plane mode of a suspended cable. Hence, the shapes for

a mode having an el¡erÌ number of loops are identical for the DE as well as the

SS spans. However, the situation is quite different for symmetrical modes. Figure

4.7 (b) indicates that support points have equai, but opposite movement for a SS

span so that there is a net change in tension over a span. When the effects of

adjacent spans were neglected (in a DE span), the frequency of the one loop mode

increased by about 35 % and, due to this stiffening effect, there is a reduction in tÌre

galloping amplitude by almost the same amount, as shown in Figure  .7 þ). Thus,

from a design 'i'iervpoint, a SS span should be considered in order to investigate

symmetrical oscillation modes so that adequate spacings between different phases

of a transrnission line can be provided.
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Coupling efects from adjacent spans will be investigated later in the context of

a three span line in the third example.

4.7.2 Example 2. A simulation of a resonant field galloping
record

A field record of a one loop per span galloping motion made by Edwards and

Madeyski 1956 was sinulated successfully by employing the oscillator model. The

same record will be simulated here by using the finite element procedure.

The full scale test span employed for the field measurement had the virtually

continuous D foil shown in Figure 3.a (c) along its span. Physical parameters for

the line are tabulaied in the last column of Table 3.5 lvhereas the curve fitted

aerodynamic data are presented in the fifth column of Table 3.4.

The static profile of the span under the effect of self weight, Ioads due to the

simulated ice and the lift force from a steady u'ind of 4.1 m/sec was computed in

the first module. The mid - span sag \Mas 1.38 m. This span was also discretized

by employing ten cable elements and the SS end conditions were assumed to allow

interactions of adjacent spans. Global structural mass and stiffness matrices were

formed for the static profile and the frrst four free vibration modes were computed

by using module 4. Natural frequencies of the first, predominantly vertical mode as

rvell as the lowest, primarily torsional mode '$/ere computed by utilizing the finite

element model. They were in good agreement rvith the natural frequencies obtained

from the osciliator model.

A Rayleigh damping matrix was constructed from the given damping ratios,

{, and te, u, explained previously. The initial stabiiity analysis was performed by

using the data from the previously completed analyses. It predicted an unstable

static profile. Limit cycles were investigated next for the combination of the first

two modes. Because the frequency ratio vç'as 'close' to unity, the analysis for a
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resonant system withu2f ur : 1ï was performed. Initial guesses for the amplitudes

were obtained from predictions of the oscillator model. Resulting stabie mid - span

osciilations are compared with the field data in Figure 4.8. It can be seen from this

figure that the computed response and the response measured in the field are in

good agreement. The response obtained from the time integration procedure is also

presented and, again, it compares well with the field data.

It may be noted that the angle of attack vias assumed 'small' in the above

analysis, in accordance with the assumptions made in the oscillator model, so that

the results could be compared. Although tire maximum angle o{ attack rvas found to

be 0.46 radian, the maximum a' encountered during one cycle of periodic oscillation

'was as high as 0.58 radian. Consequently, the limit cycles r,vere reanalyzed after

releasing the restriction of a 'small' angle of attack. The response shown in Figure

4.8 could be recovered again but at a lower wind speed of 3.46 m/sec. When the

responses were re-computed from the time integration algorithm for large a (i.e.

a: 0 -tan-1 a'), they differed from the time averaged data b)'about 5 %. However,

when the loads were approximated by expressions (4.57) in the time integration

process, the difference between the time integrated and the time averaged response

was less than 0.5 %.

In summary, results from the formulation assuming smali angles of attack shouid

be interpreted cautiously when a' becomes large because the analysis may predict a

Iorv amplitude oscillation at large a'. Pragmatically, parameters which cause large

angles of attack and, hence, large amplitude vibrations should be avoided by utilizing

appropriate designs.
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4.7.3 Example 3. Galloping oscillations of a three span
line

In order to show the effects of coupling with adjacent spans, the single span line

analyzed in example 1 is reanalyzed here by considering three spans rath.er than

one span. The physical properties, as r¡'ell as the load data used for the conductor

span in the first example, are utilized here for all three spans. A static profile for

each span \Ã/as computed separately from the catenary equations and then ten cable

elements were employed to model each span so that the total number of elements

was 30. Thus the discretized line had 61 finite elements nodes, where nodes 1 and

61 represent the extreme left and the right hand support, respectively, and nodes

21 and 41 correspond to the intermediate support nodes, as shorvn in Figure 4.9.

A free response analysis for the first eight frequencies was performed for the

structural matrices evaluated during the static configuration. The analysis was

performed for two different end conditions. In the first case, nodes I and 61 were

assumed to each have a SS boundary condition so that remote coupling with the

adjacent spans was permitted. In the second case, nodes 1 and 61 were considered

to each have a DE dispiacement boundary condition. The intermediate supports at

nodes 21 and 41 had only a longitudinal DOF in both cases. A Rayieigh damping

matrix rvas computed from the damping ratios, {o and Ëe, ol a single span line in

both cases.

The initial stability analysis of the modei predicted the three span line to be

aiwa,ys unstable at a wind speed of 4.1 m/sec. For tlie initially unstable profile, lirnit

cycles were computed individually for eacl, mode. A stable response couid be found

for an oscillation in each mode frorn the limit cycle analyses for DE as well as the

SS line. The response in each mode was verified by using time integration. Natural

frequencies of the unimodal galloping oscillations are presented in Table 4.3 rvhereas

the spatiai variations of the amplitude in each mode are presented in Figures 4.10
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through 4.17.

The follorving observations can be made from Figures 4.10 through 4.17 and

Table 4.3.

l\{odes L, 4, 6 and 7 are antisymmetric rvith respect to tlie central node 31.

Such modes have symmetric longitudinal and antisymmetric vertical vibration

components with respect to node 31. The remaining modes 2,3, 5 and 8, on

the other hand, have an antisymmetric longitudinai motion and a symmetric

motion in the vertical direction.

All symmetric, in-plane modes of the SS end spans are characterized by out-

of-phase motions of the intermediate, nodes 21 and 41, supports. The longi-

tudinal motions of the intermediate supports, on the other hand, are alu'ays

in-phase for the antisymmetrical modes ((b) of Figures 4.10, 4.13 and 4.16).

Tornquist and Beckers' 1947 field observations of galloping of a multi - span

test line corroborate these computed ¡esults.

Although modes 1 and 7 are antisymmetric with respect to the central node of

tlie finite element discretization, the spatial variation of the vertically vibrating

component is still symmetric within each span. End spans in modes 1 and 7

have one and three loop oscillations, respectively. Furthermore, the central

span has a rigid body displacement component in the longitudinal direction

in these modes.

A comparison of the natural frequencies presented in Table 4.3 for the DE and

SS conditions shou's very good agreement except for the third mode where the

difference is about 22 %. Computed vertical responses for modes 7,2,5,7

and I also compare well so that the three span representation of a continuous

line seems reasonable, particularly in these modes.

1.

,

Dù.

4.
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5. Amplitude predictions from the one span models are shown in Figures 4.12

and 4.13, for one and tu'o loops per span oscillation, respectively. Oscillation

modes of the one span line were identified in a three span representation pri-

marily from the comparison of natural frequencies summarized in Table 4.3.

The one span representation underestimated the peak two loop response at

the quarter span node by about 15 % for the DE support. On the other hand,

it over predicted the peak, one loop response at tlie mid - span by about 11

To for a SS condition. Nevertheless, the first in-pÌane symmetrical mode of a

3 span model (mode 2) still had a higher peak mid - span amplitude in the

central span (12.5 % higher than that predicted frorn a single span representa-

tion r,r'ith SS end condition). Thus it seems that a single span representation

gives lower estimates of the peak deflection amplitudes when the dynamic ef-

fects of adjacent spans are included in the analyses. The generality of these

observations, ho\Ã'ever, still needs further investigation.

6. The three span model has several additional modes, due to interactions rvith

the adjacent spans, u'hich can not be simulated in a single span model.

Modal interaction effects in a galioping motion were also simulated in this ex-

ample. From Table 4.3, the first two modes; modes 4, 5 and 6; or the last two modes

appear to be in resonance, within each respective frequency group. (In other words,

uzlu.tt - 1+ ; uqluz = u5fu6 : 1+ ; and u7 f us : 1+.) However, a periodic respolr.se

for a combined resonant motion could not be obtained either from a time integra-

tion or a time averaging process in any of the frequency groups. Nevertheless, when

modes 1 and 8, or modes 2 and 7 r¡'ere considered simultaneously in the analyses

of a 3 span line with DE supports, stabie periodic solutions rvere obtained from the

time averaging process, which were aLso verified from time integration. (The con-

ditions under wirich such modes can be actually excited are not investigated here.)
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A sample time history, at node 11, illustrating the interactions of modes 1 and 8

for galloping is shown in Figure 4.18 whereas the spatial variation of the resulting

motion is shown in Figure 4.19. Amplitude modulation effects were observed in the

analyses even though the response was periodic. A few typical cycles of oscillation

are dispiayed in Figure 4.20. The oscillations clearly show a irigh frequency compo-

nent - a phenomenon which has been observed frequently in the field (e.g. records

of Edwards and N{adeyski 1956, Ratkovuski 1963).

In order to assess, stringently, the accuracy and applicability of the averaging

procedure, the time frame presented in the response in Figure 4.20 ts enlarged in

Figure 4.2I to show about three cycles of oscillation computed from the averaging

method. The time integrated response is also shorvn in the same figure. The latter

compares u'ell with that computed from the averaging method. However, the time

integrated data consumed more than 24 hours of CPU time on a SUN SPARC

station 1. The response could be computed, on the other hand, within just 15

rninutes when time averaging was employed. Averaging has once aga.in been shown

to be computationally efficient.

4.8 Concluding R.emarks

Finite element procedures have been developed in this chapter to systematically an-

alyze the galloping of a multi - span transmission line. A modular software package

has been developed to facilitate a parametric investigation of different phases of the

analyses. Averaging methods ernpioyed in the analvses of tire 2 - DOF system are

generalized and the5' are applied to a multi - DOF, finite element model. They have

been found to substantially reduce computational effort compared to a conventional

time integration. Thus the methodology can be a useful design tool.
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LEGEND :

A Time integrated response from the finite element model
Time averaged response from the oscillator model
Time averaged response from the finite element model
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Table 4.1

Comparison of computed and analytical normalized natural frequencies for the

first eight in - plane modes.

(u)À' :2and6

À2 No. Mode Normalized Frequency
Computed I Analytical

1

2

.)

4

S

A

S

A

S

A

S

A

1.07891

1.99993

3.00460

4.00645

5.01979

6.04522

7.09234

L 16618

1.07880

2.00000

3.003 i 0

4.00000

5.00066

6.00000

7.00024

8.00000

5

o

7

I

1

2

D
t)

4

5

b

7

8

S

A

S

A

S

A

S

A

r.22029

1.99938

3.01102

4.00653

5.02185

6.04663

7.09541

8.77025

1.22009

2.00000

3.00969

4.00000

5.00202

6.00000

7.00073

8.00000
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(b) À' : 20 and 60

^2
No. Mode Normalized Frequency

Computed Analytical

20

1

2

e

4

5

tl

I

I

S

A

S

A

S

A

S

A

1.60834

r.99743

3.03804

4.00680

5.02930

6.05150

7.10602

8. i8421

1.60954

2.00000

3.03 75 1

4.00000

5.00772

6.00000

7.00249

8.00000

60

A

S

S

A

S

A

S

A

1.99198

2.28353

3.17871

4.00742

5.05337

6.06466

7.13543

8.22196

2.00000

2.29096

3.18194

4.00000

5.02555

6.00000

7.00817

8.00000
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Table 4.2

Comparison of computed and analytical normalized natural frequencies for the

first eight torsional modes.

No. Mode Normalized Frequency
Computed Analytical

1 S 1.00000 1.00000

2 A 2.00021 2.00000

ÐJ S 3.00157 3.00000

4 A 4.00641 4.00000

5 S 5.01877 5.00000

6 A 6.04450 6.00000

7 S 7.09080 7.00000

8 A 8.16413 8.00000
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Table 4.3

Comparison of the first eight galloping osciilation frequencies of a 3 - span line.

No. Mode Frequency of Galloping N{otion (Hz)
When the End Nodes are :

Simpiy - Supported Dead - Ended

1 A 0.2659 0.2659

2 S 0.2673 0.2673

J S 0.3267
(0.2e62)-

0.3997
(o.3ee7)'

4 A 0.5336
(0.5336)'

0.5337
(0.5337)-

5 S 0.5337 0.5337

6 A 0.5337 0.5337

7
I A 0.8012 0.8016

8 S 0.8021 0.8021

Note : one loop and two loops

line are represented by " and *'

per span frequencies obtained from the single span

, respectively.
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Chapter 5

Summary and Conclusions

S.L General Concluding FÙemarks

Two models are developed to analyze the galloping of a single conductor, planar

transmission line. Systemaiic procedures are formulated to investigate the initiation

of galloping and to compute the limit cycles for parameters that cause galloping.

Analyses are performed at trvo levels to reduce computational effort. A global

overview of a line's susceptibility to galloping is obtained first from the 2 - DOF

oscillator model (where closed - form soiutions are derived). Once the parameters

of interest are identified, the more general finite element analysis is employed to

investigate further, say, the influence of modal interactions. In this second level of

analysis, the structural matrices are derived expiicitly. Furthermore, the use of the

computationally most demanding part of the analysis to calculate the limit cycle,

the tirne integration, is kept to a minimum by employing the averaging methods of

Krylov - Bogoliubov and Gaierkin. The conventional Galerkin's method is enhanced

so that it can be ernployed not only to compute but also to evaluate the stability

of a limit cycle. The method can be applied now to other weakly - nonlinear

vibratioir problems as weII. A computationally expedient, time marching algorithm

is also developed to compute the response in those instances where the averaging

procedures cannot be employed.

The osciliator and finite element modeis have been appiied successfully to sim-

ulate the galloping of full scale transmission lines. It is shorvn analytically that the

twist can both aggravate or alleviate galloping when coupled with a vertical motion.

Moreover, by employing several illustrative examples, the usefulness and advantages
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of the models are demonstrated. Alternative designs of transmission line clearances

and span lengths can be assessed readily, with the help of the methodology presented

in the thesis, to arrive at a cost - efective solution.

5.2 Recornrnendations for Future 'W.ork

The following recommendations are made for future work.

1. The scope of this thesis was conflned to the development of computationall5'

effi.cient rnodels to anal5'2s the galloping of conductors. A detailed parametric

investigation can now be undertaken expeditiousiy to evaluate the influence of

a particular parameter on either the initiation of galloping or on the limiting

ampiitudes. Design curves in the form of the stability boundaries can also be

constructed.

The motion of a conductor in the wind's (horizontal) direction was neglected

in the present work. Formuiations presented for the oscillatot, as well as the

finite element model, can be extended easily to include interactions of the

vertical and torsional motions with a horizontal vibration.

3. The effects of auxiliary control device can be incorporated in both models.

Then the number and locations of devices can be optimized to heip alleviate

galloping.

The flexibility of support towers can be incorporated straightforu'ardly in the

finite element model to investigaie the interactions of a conductor's vibrations

rvith a tower.

Approximate galloping amplitudes r,vere computed by utilizing averaging meth-

ods in lhe weakly - nonlinear oscillator as well as in the finite element model.

2.

Á

5.
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When the aerodynamic loads are no longer wealely - nonl'ineo,r (but they are

suclr that the angles of attack are small), the same methodology can be em-

ployed to compute a limit cycle by incorporating the linearized load terms

in the stiffness matrix. In other words, the transformation matrix [/] can be

formed by employir'slKr,l instead of the usual lK) or [K71.

6. Bundled conductor lines are utilized extensively for high voltage tlansmrs-

sion. The applicability of the methodology to a bundled conductor line can

be explored.
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Appendix A

Structural Matrices and Load Vector for the
Oscillator Model

A.L Elernents of the Consistent Mass Matrix lMl

Elements rni,j,i, j : I,2 of the symmetric mass matrix lMl arc

¡LI
,nn,¡ : 

Jo 
p¿,¡ i¿+s l¡+" dt (A 1)

where the non-zero ¡.1¿,¡(s) are given by

ltt,t : r: JorrdA

lh,z: -So: I zpdA
Jt, t

rtz,z : I, : Iorfu' + ,') p dA (.{.2)

In the above equations, ¡t and 16 are the mass and mass moment of inertia of the

iced conductor's cross section about its centre of rotation, respectively. The ,9o, on

the other hand, is the first mass moment of the iced section's area about the g axis.

A.2 Elernents of the Stiffness Matrix, [S"]

Elements s¿,¡ of. [^97] are

si,i: p'r,, l, tut, a%ff ot * 6tKx - 6rK¿.. + &H lr" #** o" , (A 3)

vtrhere

D'á,i : AE for aII i', i, i + 5, i I 5

P'i,i : 81f.or i : 5 or j : 5,i 1 j
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and the 6r,6r,á3 are zero except for á1 : l when i < 2,j < 2; 6z:1when

i: j:5; and á3:1when i,: j:3,4. The coordinate derivatives in equation

(4.3) are computed from the assumed parabolic static profile of the iced conductor

produced by the action of pE.Furthermore, K¡ - Ksr * K¡ is the stiffness due to

static coupling ivith adjacent spans and insulator strings. The K¿.", ott the other

Ìrand, is the stiffness due to the eccentric ice weight. By follorving the formulations

of Veletsos and Darbre 1983 for Ksy, Mathur et. al. 1987 for K¡, and Gortemaker

1984 for K¿"", these terms can be shown to be

and

D'¿,j : GJ lor i: j :5

Moreover,

lr-- lr- Is:1 , ( ft,Ialr=.X,fu*r'

1 : L _pozL,s
K sr AE I2H3

7 / _ I4l¡\Kt : r,\o"L*;)
¡L

K;". : J" gf52s,ds

t': lo's P dA

is the first mass moment of area about the z axis.

(A 4)

(A 5)

(A 6)

HereWy and L¡ are the total rn'eight and length of the insulator string, respectively,

and g is the gravitational constant. Moreover,

,4'.3 The Aerodynamic Load Vector, iF Ì

Tlre components of {F}" :1 Fo, F6 ) arc computed from

n po;r(J.2d fuFy : '--=# (Oor" * Aszaz + Ao"ê)

F6 : '-y! (orro t Aezaz * Ae3a3)

742
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where

A;i 
loL 

ot¡fui*'d', , i: U,0 ; i : I,2,3 . (4.8)

All integrations appearing in this Appendix are evaluated b1'using a trapezoidal

rule.
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Appendix B

Elernent Level Structural
Elernent

Matrices
Model

for the Finite

(B 1)

(B 2)

(4.13) is given as

Mzl [¡a,] I
Mql ltutul I:::t
X'rrJ Ã[r) )

equation

I lM')t'
I lM"l
I im"i

f rr¿,,t"'lM;l: I 0

Lo

00
TTL;I -T|L;Z

-'lfl¿2 Tlis
, i:I,2,...,6

15L.s ,

-Kt 

-AE
!5Lus ,

, ^ tuL.n
A-tr

Pn(LÇ)' + P,(A(;)' + rutç1nç; , 'i: L,2

P?^ç^ei + P,(^(i 
^$ 

+ 
^(;^(i)

+ P|LGL:S

(B 4)

Ei.1- Elernents of Matrix lll,I"l

Tlre symmetric mass matrix lAtI'l of

IIU[']: L"
L r 2940

where

and

*¿¡: PiQl + P;8', + P;Q'" (B-3)

For j : L,2,3, the symbolic variabÌe Q'o takes the value rn,Ss and .Ie, respectivel¡',

at tlre kth node of the element. Constants Pi, P; and Pj are listed in Table 81.

8.2 Elements of Matrix lK"l and lK"l,*

The upper triangular terms of the symmetric matrix lK"] of equation (4.24), for

a cable element haviirg constant AE,Br and GJ over its length Lu, are given as

follows:

744
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3L"' . .;
}tt,,- : Pro(T + Prr(i + Pn(ä , 'i :7,2 (8.6)

D7

tr¿,n : #", - #ett" + P;s'z + P¿s')

, i : I,213141516 (B 7)

lcs,;+z : k¿,u , i:I,2

k",¿+u : Ir;,n , 'i:I,2

lru¡+u : I"¿+t,n , i:Ir2

Itz,n : kt,u

lcz '¡ : kt 
'a

lru,., : 1"n," (B 8)

Constants Pi,P; and Pj are presented in Table 81. The remaining constants Pa

through Prtr, along with l,n and'i (where applicable) are iisted in Tables 82 through

85. The g in equation (B.7) is the gravitational constant and the first mass moment

of area at the element's ktli node, S,¡", is

s.k: Io, o, oo (B e)

Stiffness terrns, which involve ^9,¡ io equation (8.7), are computed by first linearizing

the restoring moment" as gS,sind = g5,0, at the typicaiiced cross section shown in

Figure a.2(b); and then forrning the equivalent element terms from

tK"t;".--sl''r"t"[3 i !l ,", ,, , (B10)

Io o^e,]

where 
g

q - t Nn s,t" (8.11)
k=I

The undefined quantities in equations (8.4) through (8.6) are
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Lej : (å - Ç , i=r,2
¡\ v,
Ç¡ : r\k

¡2 1r,(r : rh (8.12)

u'here Ãl and $ are the deformed coordinates of the ,bth node of the eiement.

B.3 Elements of Matrix lKSl

The symmetric geometric stiffness matrix lKfl of equation (4.25) is approximated

AS

tKit= {;ro:,t + @;!r*:,t (8 13)

nrhete 
I Pinll,,l Pirv.,l PÍu[1,,] I

lKi):lpirlt."l pirv,l Pi"J.À I , i:r,2 (8.14)

L píu[r",] Pirv.,l Pi"v.,l )
and fi and Tz indicate the static tension at Gauss points 1 and 2 which are located at

distance S : L"(J3 - l)12ú and ^9 
: L.(Ji + 1)12ú from node 1, respectively.

Constants Pfn through Pr'n are listed in Table 86.

It may be noted that the contribution from the second term of equation (8.13)

is identicallJ'zero for a taut cable and it is negligible for a shallow catenary.

8.4 tlements of matrices lc""l and lK""l

The non - zero elements of matrices [C""] and lK"") of. equation (4.42) are as follorvs.

""|¿-r,"n-, 
: Pio P|, iavt

'"Zr."n-, 
: Pío d' Pír'o"

c"'s¡¿-1¡¡¡,zt : R¿ ctte3ç¿-qa.¡,s;-t ; i :2,3 ; i: 7,2,3 (B'15)

k"lr-r,", : Plo Pi, iast
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k"lr,"o : Pío d' Pir'o" ; i: !,2,3 (B'16)

I{ere i represents the zth node of the cable eiement and constants Pjo, R¿, íao1 etc

correspond to the ith node. Moreover,

p7 oz -Lp, -L.r20 r20- 
2,2O- 4

Pi, : '*: 
t 
r"n u", o, , i: r,2,8. (8.12)
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Table 81.

Constants Pi,P; and Pi of equation (B 3)

1

2

Ð
J

4

5

6

q,7e
Lt¿

140

27

r72

56

2t

140

r72

oo

7344

IL2

140

2I

56

27

TT2

140

.J7a
Lt¿

Table 82.

Constants Pn, Pu and Po of equation (B 4)

i

i

i

i+3

i+3

i+a

1,

rÐ-fù

+6
tt-j_Ù

+6

+6

183

-216

qD
Ðd

272

-56
oÐA¿

z Pi P; På

I n Pa P5 Pe

oa

-56
.)t
ùù

272

-276

183

-bb

7L2

-46
,c) /l_ LL=

LIz

-66
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Table 83.

Constants Pz,Pa and Ps of equation (8.5)

i

L

1

4

4

7

2

5

8

5

8

8

i83

-2L6

Õt)

272

-56
oÐ
L¿

2D
- 

rJtJ

56

,1)_L¿

-TI2

56

-óJ

.)9
Lt)

-56
.)Ð
ùù

272

-2r6

183

Table 84.

Constants Pro, P¡ and Py2 of equation (B 6)

I TL P¡ Pa Dt9

T n Pto Pn Pn

;

i

;
L

?,+ó

^'r')L-T.)

?+o

Ðü

b

o

o

o

o

-15

16

-1

-Ib

0

1

16

-16

0

0

i6

-16

-1

0

1

16

-16

15
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Tabie 85.

Constants I,n and Pi, of. equation (B 7)

Table 86.

Constants Pin, Pir, Piu, Pir, PLr, Pio of equation (8.i4).

1, T n Pir

1l3l3l7

213l6l-8

3l3lel1

416l6l 16

5l6lel-8

6191917

1,
p7 Pi, Piu Pi, PL" Pin

1I 7 -8 1 16 -8 7

2 7-4J3 -8 + 4vß 1 16 -8 - 4\/3 7 + 4\/3
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Appendix L

Derivation of Infinite trntegrals

C.1- Series Expansion of Integrands

Computation of theintegrals !(a¡),QF;) dt , !(o'¡)"Q(ú;) dt and t 0¡("'¡)'Qgt) dt

are required in the limit cycle analysis for the fi.nite element model. Function I t"p-

resents, in turn, the trigonometric functions sine and cosine. IMoreover, the power

p of a¡ ranges from l th.rough 3, and

Itt o' : ;*å I,' o o'

Ü¿: uit*4;;
^ba¡ : Ð (Clcos tÞ. + St-sin V.)

¡t='J'

N

c-'i : . Ðtl,sinü.
ci : Ã- ó.,"j

gi = 
A"i 

(R¡ ó-,2¡ * ó^,s¡-)ùtL (Jrj

N"

0j : ÐClcosü. (C1)
n=7

Expressions for (a¡)2QFo) , ("j)"Q(Vr), (o'¡)"Q(ü¿) and 0¡(o'¡)'Q(ü¿) are ob-

tained from equation set (C 1), after algebraic manipulations, as

Nî 
^¡p(a¡)'zQ(ur) : U,(CÐ' cos2 ü. 8(üo) -r Ð(Si)'sin2 ü. Q(vr)

n=l n=I
Np [À'n I

+ 2 t Cj cos ü, I t Cl,cosú,.1 0(v;)
n=7 ltn=nl7 J

Np [N" I
+ zÐ Cr^cos*, I t ^91sin ü- | 8(üo)

n=I lrn=t I
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The expression for a; in equation set

are employed in the following sections

(C.1) and also equations (C.2) through (C.5)

to compute the required integrations.

C.2 Integration of Terms Linear

It can be shown easily Lor Q : sin and Q : cos, that the respective integrations are

ttt a¡

l.,rinú; d.t

| ", 
,orv i dt

,Nn: iÐu-t (s'^'o"'¡'-¿

1Nn: ; 
-Ð-- 

u "' (c'^ cos''¡-;

Clsinþ.¿)

Sr^sin{.¿)

urhere

(c 6)

(c 7)

Ynz

Ãen7

'þ. -'þ¿
{t if uã:uî
\ o otherwise

C.3 Integration of Terrns Quadratic in d¡

It can be seen from equation (C.2) that the integration of a term in the series expan-

sion of (oj)' Qg;) always involves a product of three trigonometric functions. A

summary of the integrands is shorvn in the second column of Table C1. Subscripts

p, q and r in this table are dummy variables, which can be, say)rL) n and i, respec-

tively, if the integration of cos2 V," sin ü; (integration type /(2) ) is required. l{ote

that all the cosine functions appearing in equation (C.2) should be re-arranged, be-

fore referring to Table C1, so that they precede the sine functions. The integration

of tlie product sin2 ü, cos !F¿, for instance, will correspond to type /(3), with p, q

and r as i,, n and n, respectiveiy.
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By expressing product terms of trigonometric functions in their summation

forms, the integrations of I(I), I: I,2,3,4 can be shown to be

I rg¡ at: i {å þ, u,*r-r)"*'e,þþo i (-r)'r',þn + (- t)^*',þ,)} t..rl
)

where

" l1 if uo+?1)'*'rä+(-t)**'r;:06¿^:1Å ^.r_^__:"^^ 
t 'q I \ 'î (C.9)-LrrL l0 otherwise

The Q¿ for each / is presented in Table Cl u'he¡eas ¿ for different i, ffi, and inte-

gration types are presented in Table C2.

An example of the use of integration procedure

Let p - g and uì : 2ui. If integration of, say) cos Vo cos ![n sin t[. (which is type

1(2)) is required, then

from Table C1 : Qz: sin

from equation (C.9) : árr - 6zt : 6zz: 0 ;

6n : I for which 'i : L,rn : 2

frorn Table C2 : for I:2, i: 1 and rn.:2 ; a:2.

Hence, frorn equation (C.8),

f 4z¡ at : ll,-1)2-1si'(,r/o * (- l)',*"þo + (-l)',*'ú,))

: -l sin(2þ, - ,þ,) (C.10)
4 ''r

Notes :

L 6¿* is always zero for non - tesonant modes.

2.p: Q: r for aunimodal excitation so that 6¿*= 0 for every'iandrn.

Hence [("j)'sin ü; dt : t(a¡)2 cos ü¿ dt : 0. Similarl¡', it can be proved that

there is no contribution from the (a¡)2 terms for a resonance case (rvith all

participating modes having the same ø*). Thus, for such cases) the quadratic

aerodvnamic terms have no effect on the dynamic response.
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C.4 Integration of (-r, )', (*' ¡)t and 0 ¡(o' ¡)'

Equations (C.3), (C.4) and (C.5) indicate that integrands of these particular inte-

grals always involve a product of four trigonometric functions. The integrands /(l)

are tabulated in the second column of Table C3.

By following the details of the procedure for integrating the quadratic terms,

the integration of I(l), l: 5,6,7,8,9 can be found to be

I t(t) ¿t : lf + i i ,.-u (-1)"*,J '\") *" B lâ ^?, ?- 
vzmß \

Qt(rþ, + (- I)n*'rþn + (-I)^*'rþ, + (-1)**'rl")) 1a.tt¡
)

where

^. 
_ t t it uo * (-t¡;+tr- * (-1¡*+t(,- + (-L)o*tr; : 0

"'-t'-lo otherwise

(c.12)

The Q¿ for each integration type 1(/) is presented in Table C3. The ø, on the other

hand, is given in Table C4 fo¡ different i, ffi, k, and 1(/).

A sample example illustrating the use of the integration procedure for

cubic terms

Suppose / cos2 üo cos2 V, dt is required for a case where ,i: ,;. Then p : q; r -- s

and, for integration type /(5),

from Table C3 , Qu: cos

from equation (C.12) : 6¿^k:0 except
ç -( _r _1u122-u272-u221- !

fromTableC4 : fori:I, m:2andk :2; a:7
'i:2, m:L andÈ:2; a:L
i:2,¡n:2andk:1;a:7.
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Hence, from equation (C.11),

| ,o"'tuocosz v, dt : å{
(-1)'*t cosþþo + (-1)'*trlo * (-1)'*'rþ, + (-L)'*'lþ,)

+(-1)t*t cosþþo-t (-t¡z+tr¡o * (-7)'*'rþ, + (-1)'*t',/,)

+(-1)'*' cos(tþ, + (- Ð'*'rþo * (-1)'*'rþ, +(-1)t*'ú"))

1( I: 
Ai.or1Z4," - 2rþ") + cos(O) + cos(0)J

: 1 * lror2(rþo - ,þ,) (C.13)48
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Table C1.

Integrands and function Qt of equation (C.8) for integrating terms in (a¡)2

Integration Typ" I Integrand I Function Q¿

T(I

1(1) cos üo cos t[n cos ü, cos

r(2) cos Vo cos ün sin ü, stn

1(3 ) cos üo sin tlrn sin ilr, cos

I(4) sin tlro sin ün sin tlr" s11l

tct



Table C2.

Constant ø of equation (C.8) for different i, rn, and the integrands

presented in Table C1.

?, rn a for Integration Typ.

/( 1) r(2) 1(3) r(4)

l1 1 1 2 2

L2 1 2 1 1

27 1 1 1 1

22 1 2 2 2
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Table C3.

Integrands and function Q¿ of equation (C.11) for integrating terms itt (o,r.)t, (o'¡)"

and 0 ¡(a' ¡)2

Integration Typ" i Integrand I Function Q¿

rn

1(5 ) cos ìUo cos ün cos ü, cos ü" cos

1(6 ) cos t[o cos {rn cos ü, sin {r, sin

r (7) cos úo cos ilrn sin ü" sin tlr, cos

1(8) cos üo sin ün sin !I, sin ü" sln

/(e) sin úo sin ün sin ü, sin ü" cos
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Table C4.

Constant ø of equation (C.11) for different

presented in Table

i, rn, l*, and the integrands

c3.

ø for Integration Ty

1(7) I /(8)

1 1 1 1 1a 2 2 i

I 1 2 1 2 i 1 2

1 2 1 1 1 1 1 2

1 2 2 1 2 2 2 1

2 1 1 1 I 2 1 2

2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1

2 2 1 1 1 1 2 1

2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2
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